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The effort required to improve the NASA/MSFC Global Reference Atmospheric Model
(GRAM) was sponsored by the Earth Science and Applications Division, Space Science Labora-
tory, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, under the technical monitorship of Mr. Dale L.
Johnson, the NASA COR. The modeling work was accomplished by the Georgia Institute of
Technology, School of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, under NASA grant NAG8-078. The eflort
was funded largely by NASA Headquarters Code M. New Technology, Inc. (NTI) coordinated the




report presents the various GRAM-90 program code sequences as configured to operate
IBM 3090 computer. Users should note that some of the code listings presented herein
certain site-specific modifications to operate on other machines or configurations.
The first three listings start with the GRAM-90 program FORTRAN code, followed by an
example of the IBM Job Control Language (JCL) code required to run the program and an example
of resulting output. The next two listings start with a combined JCL and FORTRAN code sequence
used to convert an individual monthly four-dimensional (4-D) data set to the direct access format
required by the GRAM-90, followed by an example of the values for the variables found in each
data record. Since even 1 month of the 4-D data base is extremely large, any complete listing
becomes infeasible, and thus is omitted from this volume. However, the last listing is an output of
the entire SCIDAT9 data base, which, though much more extensive than its predecessor, is hereby
included in accordance with previous complete GRAM updates.
Key individuals who have either contributed toward the completion and testing of the
GRAM-90 model (and/or report) are Steve Smith (MSFC) and Rhonda Blocker (BCSS). The tech-
nical work and user help information has been documented in part I of this report. Qualified
requestors may obtain (purchase) copies of the computer program for this NASA/MSFC GRAM by
contacting: COSMIC, the University of Georgia, 382 E. Broad St., Athens, GA 30602,
telephone (404) 542-3265.
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
THE NASA/MSFC GLOBAL REFERENCE ATMOSPHERIC
MODEL--1990 VERSION (GRAM-90)
Part I1: Program/Data Listings
1, GRAM-90 CODE
The following is a listing of the 1990 Global Reference Atmosphere Model (GRAM-90)
FORTRAN program code. As in previous versions of the GRAM code (Justus et al. 1980), each
segment of the program (main program, subroutine, function) has lines which are uniquely identi-
fied by a three- or four-character segment code coupled with a sequence number appearing at the
extreme right of each line.
PROGRAM GRAM90 GRAM
FIRST DATA LINE READS INITIAL HEIGHT (KM), INITIAL LATITUDE (DEG) GRAM
INITIAL LONGITUDE (OEG), FI0.7, MEAN FIO.7, AP, MONTH, DAY, GRAM
YEAR (TOTAL YEAR - 1900). GREENWICH HOUR, MINUTES, SECONDS, GRAM
LATITUDE INCREMENT (DEG), LDNGITUDE INCREMENT (DEG), GRAM
HEIGEIT DECREASE (KM). MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSITIONS (EXCLUDING GRAM
INITIAL POSITION) TO BE COMPUTED. TIME INCREMEN! BETWEEN GRAM










COMMON /IOTEMP/IOTEMI,IOIEM2,1US.DD,XMOD.PHII,PHI, GRAM 10
NSAME,RPI, RDI, RII, SPI, SOl, S rl, RUT, RVI. SUI, SVI,GRAM It




COMMON /CHIC/LA(4,4),NB(2),IWSYM.USH,VSH.OUSH.OVSH GRAM 16
COMMON /WINCOM/DUMSTF(14),UPRE.VPRE,DUPRE,DVPRE GRAM 17
9090 FORMAT('t *'**** GLOBAL REFERENCE ATMOSPHERIC MODEL - 1990", GRAM 18




MONTH = 0 GRAM 23
IOPT:O GRAM 24
H=O. GRAM 25
5 IF(IOPT.EO.O.OR.(IOPT.GT.O.ANO.H.LT.O.)) GO TO G GRAM 26
READ(IOPT,*)IET,H,PHI,THET GRAM 27
GO TO 5 GRAM 28
6 MN = MONTH GRAM 29
NSAME = O GRAM 30
READ(5.*.END=90) ttt,PttlI.IItE11.FIO.IIOB.AP.MN.IDA.IYR,IItRO.MIN{). GRAM 31
1 ISECO,OPHI.DTHEI.DH,NMAX,INCI,IOPF,IOPP.GLAI GRAM 32
WRITE(G,9090) GRAM 33




7 IF(THET1LTO) THET1=FHETI*360 GRAM 3B
GLAT = ABS(GLAT) GRAM 39
IF (GLAT.LT. 5.) GLAT = 5. GRAM 40
IF (GLAT.GE.18.) GLAT = 17.999 GRAM 41
GLATF=GLAT*FAC GRAM 42
WRITE(6,9010) HI,PHII,THETt.FIO.FIOB,AP.MN.IDA .IYR,IHRO.MINO. GRAM 43
$ ISECO.OPHI,DTHET,DH,NMAX,INCT.IOPT.IOPP.GLAT GRAM 44
SET NSAME TO AVOID SETUP GRAM 45
15 IF (MN.EQ.MONTH) NSAME = I GRAM 46
LOOKUP ON MULTIPLE PASSES GRAM 47
MONTH = MN GRAM 48
CONVERT LATITUDE TO RADIANS GRAM 49
PHIIR=PHII*FAC GRAM 50
CONVERT LONGITUDE TO RADIANS GRAM 5t
THETIR=THETI*FAC GRAM 52
CONVERT LATITUDE INCREMENT lO RADIANS GRAM 53
DPHIR:DPHI*FAC GRAM 54
C CONVERT LONGITUDE INCREMENT TO RADIANS
DTHETR=DTHET*FAC
C READ DATA FILE TO INITIALIZE ARRAYS
CALL SETUP
NT = 1
IF(IOPT.EQ.O) GO TO 18
READ(IOPT,*)IET,H,PHI,THET
IF(ABS(PHI).LE.90.) GO TO 16
PHI = SIGN(180.-ABS(PHI),PHI)
THET = THET + 180.
16 IF(THET.LT.O.)THET=THET+360.




t8 H = Hi - DH




IF (ABS(PHIR).LE.PI/2.) GO TO 17
PHIR - SIGN(PI-ABS(PHIR),PHIR)
DPHIR=-DPHIR
THETR = THEIR + PI
17 IF (THETR.GT.2.*PI) THETR = THETR -- 2.*Pl
IF (THETR.LT.O.) THETR = THETR + 2.*PI
C A=EQUATDRIAL EARTH RADIUS, B=POLAR EARTH RADIUS
C EPS= EARTH ECCENTRICITY
19 A = 6378.160
B = G356.7747
EPS=(I.-(B*B)/(A*A))





MIN = MIND + IET/60
IHR = IHRO + MIN / 60
MIN : MOD(MIN,60)
C .... COMPUTES P,D,T,U,V AT FIRST POSITION AFTER INITIAL POSITION
IF(HI.LE.30.) LOOK=I












































































PHIIR = PHI IS
PHIR=PHIS
195 CALL SCIMOD(1)
20 NT = NT • |











C INCREMENT TItE HEIGHT
22 H _ It1 - DH
IF (H .LT. 0.O) GO IO 5
C INCREMENT THE LATITUDE
PHIR=PHIR_DPHIR
C INCREMENT IHE LONGITUDE
THETR=THETR_DTHETR
C ..... READS NEW INPUT IF ABS(LAT) GTR 90 DEG




23 IF (THETR.GT.2.*PI) THEIR = THEIR - 2. * P!
IF (THETR.LT.O.) THETR = THETR + 2. * PI







C COMPUTE RADIUS AND GRAVITY AT NEW POSITION
CALL RIG
C COMPUTE P,D,T,U,V, AT NEW POSITION
IF(HI .GF. 30.0 .AND. H .LT. 30.O)LDOK = I
IF(ABS(PHI).GT.75,.AND.ABS(PHII).LE.TS.)LOOK = I
















































































C ..... READS NEW INPUT IF NMORE = 0 OR MAX POINTS COMPUTED
IF(NMORE.EQ.O.OR.(IOPT.EQ.O.AND.NT.GE.NMAX) GO TO 5
C CYCLE TO NEW POSITION
GO TO 20
90 STOP





























I FG.2,' DEG',T83,'INITIAL WEST LON = ',FG.2,' DEC',/,' FI0.7 =', GRAM 191
2 FB.2,T43,'MEAN F10.7 = ',F7.2,T83,'AP = ',F8.2,/,' DATE = ', GRAM 192
3 I2,'/',I2,'/',I2,T43,'GREENWICH TIME = ",I2,':',I2,':',I2/, GRAM 193
4 ' LAT INCREMENT = ,F6,2,' OEG',T43,'WEST LON INCREMENT = ', GRAM 194
5 FG.2.' DEG',T83,'HEIGHT INCREMENT = ',F7.2,' KM',/. GRAM 195
6 ' MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSITIONS = ',I4,T43,'TIME INCREMENT = ', GRAM 19G
7 I4,' SEC',/2X,'TRAJECTORY OPTION = ',I4,T43,'OUTPUT OPTION = GRAM 197
8 I2,TB3,'MIN GEOSTROPH LAT = ',F5.1,/) GRAM 198
END GRAM 199
(.UMMUN/C4/DUN1(32),NG,P(IG.26),D{ IG,2G).T(t6,26),SP(16.2G) ADJU 2
$,SD( 1G.2G).Sl(t6.2G),DUl,OU2,HS ADJU 3
COMMON/ADdCOM/A(26,3), B(2G), X(2G), KOUNT ADJU 4
DIMENSION PQ(2G), QQ(2G), UC(2G), VC(2G). WC(2G), Uf2G), V(2G), ADJU 5
$ W(2G) ADJU 6
ASSUMPTIONS: ADJU 7
HS IS I_tE SURFACE LEVEL ADJU B





HSJ = HS ADJU 14
IF (HS.LT.O,) HSJ = O. ADJU 15









DO 5 I=dJ,N ADJU 24
UC(1)=SQRT(ABS(SP(KOUNT,I))) ADJU 25
VC(1)=SQRT(ABS(SD(KOUNT,I))) ADJU 26
5 WC(1)=SORT(ABS(ST(KOUNT,I))) ADJU 27
NM=N-1 ADJU 28
NP=N+f ADJU 29
C ..... SETS UP QUADRATURE FACTORS ADJU 30
PQ(1)=5OO.*(FLOAT(INT(HSJ+I.)}-HS)/(CONST*T(KOUNT,I)) ADJU 31
QO(1)=BOO.*(FLOAT(INT(HSJ+I.))-H$)/(CONST*T(KOUNT,jJ)) ADJU 32
DO 15 I=dJ,NM ADJU 33
IP=I+I AOdU 34
PQ(1)=BOO./(CONST*T(KOUNT,I)) ADJU 35
15 QQ(I)=SOO./(CONST*T(KOUNT,IP)) ADJU 3G
GO TO 58 ADJU 37
t2 NM=N-t ADJU 38
NP=N+t ADJU 39




14 CONTINUE ADJU 44
C ..... INITIALIZE A(I,O) ADJU 45
DO 20 I=t,26 AOdU 46
DO 20 d=1,3 ADJU 47
20 A(I,d)=O. ADJU 48
C ..... SETS UP COEFFICIENTS ADJU 49
I2=0 ADJU 50
DO 35 I=f,NM ADJU 51





IF(I.EQ.JJ) IM=I ADJU 57
IP=I+I ADdU 58





IF(I.EQ.I) GO TO 25 AOdU 64
A(12,1)=-(I.-QQ(IM))*(I.+PQ(I))/AW+(I./BW+I./CW)*PQ(I)*QQ(IM) ADdU G5
25 A(I2,2)=((Im-QQ(I))**2)/AWl÷((I.+PQ(1))**2)/AW+(I./BW+I./CW) ADJU 6G
$ *(PQ(I)**2)+(1./BWI+I./CW1)*QQ(I)**2 ADdU 67
IF(I.EQ.NM) GO TO 30 ADJU 68
A(I2,3)=-(I.-QQ(1))*(I.+PQ(IP))/AWI+(I./BWI+I./CWi)* ADdU 69
$ PQ(IP)*QQ(IP) ADJU 70
30 B(I2)=U(IP)-U(1)-(U(I)-V(I)+W(I))*PQ(1)-(U(IP)-V(IP)+W(IP))*QQ(1) ADJU 71
35 CONTINUE ADJU 72
CALL DIAGEQ(I2) ADdU 73































C ..... GETS ADJUSTED VALUES























































































































































100 IF((ITER.EQ.O).OR.(KMAX.NE.O)) GO fO 110
GO TO Ii2
iiO ITER=ITER+I
IF(ITER.LE.MAXIT) GO TO 12
















C ..... CALCULATE THE CORRECTED VARIANCES
999 DO 1010 I=I,N






























































































































IF (NO(KL).EO.O} GO TO G40
450 CONTINUE
NNR=4*NR








DP = P(II,J1,2) P(I 1.dl.1)
IF (OP) 510,520,510
510 SHI : ABS(P(I1,J1.2)/DP)
520 DP : P(II,J1,2) P(II,dl,3)
IF (DP) 530,540.530














IF(SDI*STI*SD2*ST2*RD*RT*RV.GT.O. )GO TO 5


























IF (ABS(UDI} GE I.























































































































E = S[2*ST2-C*C*STI*ST1-D*D*SD2*SD2-2*C*D*RD*TDI*STI*SD2 CORL



















RHO = 1./EXP(B*X) CORR
IF(X ,LT. 0.05) RHO = t. - A'X**2 CORR




A(I,j):DIAG. TERMS, I=RQW NO., J:DIAG. NO. DIAG
B(I):RIGHT SIDE TERMS DIAG
N:NO. OF ROWS DIAG
K:NO. OF BORDER DIAGONALS, M=K+I:INDEX OF PRIN. DIAG DIAG
2KH=TOTAL NO. OF DIAGS. DIAG
X(1)=SOLUTION DIAG
COMMON/ADdCDM/A(26,3),B(26),X(26),KOUNT DIAG
K = I DIAG
M=K+i DIAG
DO 30 L=I,N DIAG
ALM=A(L,M) DIAG
A(L.M):I. DIAG
IF(L.EQ.N) GO TO 15 DIAG
12=MINO(K,N-L) DIAG




IF(L.EQ.N) GO TO 30 DIAG
DO 25 I=I,12 DIAG
LPI=L+I DIAG
FACT=A(LPI,M-I) DIAG

































































DO 40 I=I,12 DIAG 35
40 SUM=SUM+A(NML.M÷I)*X(NML+I) DIAG 36
50 X(NML)=B(NML)-SUM DIAG 37
RETURN DIAG 38
END DIAG 39
SUBROUTINE FAIR(PG.DG,TG,PJ.DJ,Td,IH.P.D.T,DPXG. FAIR I
& DPYG.DPXU,DPYJ,DPX.DPY.DTXG,DTYG,DTXJ,DTYd,DTX,DTY) FAIR 2
C .... FAIRS BETWEEN ZONAL MEANS AND _)ACCHIA VALUES 90 LE HEIGHT LE FAIR 3
C 120 KM FAIR 4
DIMENSION CZ(7) FAIR 5
C ..... FAIRING VALUES FAIR 6
DATA CZ /1.0,0.9330127,0.75,0.5,0.25,0.0G69873,0.0/ FAIR 7
C HEIGHT INDEX FAIR 8
I :(IH - 85)/5 FAIR 9
C .... ZONAL MEAN FAIRING COEFFICIENT FAIR I0
CZI = CZ(I) FAIR 11
C dACCHIA FAIRING COEFFICIENT FAIR i2
SZI = 1.0 - CZI FAIR 13
C FAIRED TEMPERATURE FAIR 14
T = TG*CZI * TJ*SZI FAIR 15
C FAIRED DENSITY FAIR 16
D = EXP(ALOG(DG)*CZI • ALOG(DJ)*SZI) FAIR 17
C ..... FAIRED GAS CONSTANT FAIR 18
RG=PG/(DG*TG) FAIR 19
RJ:PJ/(DJ*Td) FAIR 20
R=( CZI*RG ) + ( SZI * RJ ) FAIR 21
P= R*D*T FAIR 22
DPX = DPXG+CZI + DPXJ*SZI FAIR 23
C DP/DY FOR GEOSTROPHIC WINDS FAIR 24
DPY=DPYG*CZI+DPYd*SZI FAIR 25
DTX = DTXG*CZI + DTXJ*SZI FAIR 26
C DT/DY FOR THERMAL WINOS FAIR 27
DTY = DTYG * CZI + DTYJ * SZI FAIR 28
RETURN FAIR 29
END FAIR 30
SUBROUTINE FAIR5 ( DHELI ,DHEL2 .DLGI ,DLG2 ,IH ,FDHEL ,FDLG ) FAR5 I
FAR5 2
C** THIS SUBROUTINE FAIRS BETWEEN THE REGION ABOVE 500 KM, WHICH **FAR5
C** INVOKES THE SEASONAL-LATITUDINAL VARIATION OF THE HELIUM NUMBER **FAR5 5
C** DENSITY (SUBROUTINE SLVH ), AND THE REGION BELOW, WHICH DOES **FAR5 6






INPUTS: DHELI : HELIUM NUMBER DENSITY BEFORE INVOKING SLVH
DHEL2 = HELIUM NUMBER DENSITY AFTER INVOKING SLVH
DLGI = TOTAL DENSITY BEFORE INVOKING SLVH
DLG2 = TOTAL DENSITY AFTER INVOKING SLVH
IH = HEIGHT ( KM ) -- INTEGER









C** OUTPUTS: FDHEI_ = FAIRED HELIUM NUMBER DENSIIY *4FAR5 15
C** FDLG : FAIRFD IOTAL DENSITY **FAR5 16
C** **FAR5 17
FAR5 19
PARAMETER (IBFH = 440) FAR5 20
DIMENSION CZ ( 6 ) FAR5 21
DATA CZ / 1.0, 0.9045085, 0.6545085, 0.3454915, 0.0954915, 0.0 /FAR5
FAR5
C HEIGHT INDEX
I = ( IH - IBFH ) /I0 + I
C NON-SLVH FAIRIN_ COEFFICIFNT
CZI : CZ ( I )
C SLVH FAIRING COEFFICIENT
SZI = 1.0 - CZI
C FAIRED DENSITY
FDLG _ ( DLG1 _ CZI ) + ( DLG2 * SZI )
C FAIRED HELIUM NUMBER DENSITY





















C** SUBDIVIDE TOTAL INTEGRATION-ALTIIUDE RANGE INTO INTERVALS **GAUS
C** SUITABLE FOR APPLYING GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE , SET THE NUMBER **GAUS
C** OF POINTS FOR INTEGRATIONRFOR EACH StlB-1NTERVAL , AND THEN **GAUS
C *+ PERFORM GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE. **GAUS
GAUS
REAL ALTMIN (9) . 0(8,6), X(8,6), MOLWr
INTEGER NG (8) , NGAUSS , NMIN , d
DATA ALTMIN/90.,105.,125.,160.,200.,300.,500.,1500.,2500./
DATA NG / 4 5 6 6 6 6 6 , 6 /
C COEFFICIENTS FOR GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE ...

























































































































































K : NMIN , 8
NGAUSS = NG (K)
A = ALTMIN (K)
D = AMIN1 ( Z2
RR = 0.0
DEL = 0.5 * ( D - A




DO 1 I = 1 NGAUSS
Z = DEL * ( X(I,d) * I. ) ÷ A
RR=RR+C(I,J)*MOLWT(Z)*GRAVITY(Z)/TEMP(Z,TX,TI,T3,T4,A2)
RR = DEL * RR
R = R + RR
IF ( D .EO. Z2 ) RETURN
I CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
OR 16 4D PROFILES P,D,T AND SIGMAS SP,SO,ST AT































































































































PAO( !I.5).DAO(11,5). IAO( 17.5),UAQ( 17.5),VAQ(17.5), GEN4 15
pDO( 17.5).Dh_O(II,5},-IDg(17.5),UDQ(17,5),VDQ(17,5). GEN4 16
pp(2,3 l_!),Pp(p9, 19),IR(29, 19).UR(29, 19),VR(29. 19), GEN4 17
51'O,DO. IQ,UO.VQ,PO_,,DQA, ]QA,UA.VA, IDPQ GEN4 18
.pLP(25, IC.).DLP(25.10).1LP(25.10).ULP(25.10),VLP(25.10).UDL(25. GEN4 19
|O).VO, I {25. 10).UDS(2q. IO).VDS(25. 10) GEN4 20
COMMOrl/ADdCOM IDUM(130) . KOUNT GEN4 2 !
COt',4MOII/IFRIP/ IPRI ,NLIMIT GEN4 22
DIMFHSIOH t'IOOOO( 2G ) GEN4 23
IF (NSA_'_F Eq_ I ) _FltJPr_ GEN,1 24
LOOK-r' GEN4 25
I- _ 0.01745,q2c_3 GEN4 2G
NG = IC_ GEN4 27
I)X _ I'ION - CI ON GEN4 28
IF(DX GI lqO. )L'× = DX - 3GO. GEN4 29
IF(L)X L.I . 180. )DX _ DX, 4 360. GEN4 30
C ..... LONGI IUDE DISPLACEMENI fROM PRFVIOUS TO CURRENT POSITION GEN4 31
DY = CLAf - PlAT GEN4 32
(: ..... LAT]IIH2E DISPIACEMFNT FROM PRFVIOUS ro CURRENI POSITION GEN4 33
IF (D',') 20. 10.2© GEN4 34
10 Ir I'D"/} t5, t2. 15 GEN4 35
12 K " O GEN4 3G
GO TO t0 GEN4 37
15 TIIEIA _ 180 • SIGN(90..DX) GEN4 38
GO TO 30 GEN4 39
20 T}fFTA _ ArAtH(DX/DY)/F GEN4 40
IF (DY.GI.O.t IHEIA = THETA _ 180. GEN4 41
IF (IlIETA.L1.0.) IHFTA = "[HETA 4- 360. GEN4
C ..... ]FIEIA = AZIHUIH ANGLE OF IRAdECTORY, USED TO ORIENT LAT-LON GRID GEN4
30 K = IK_I((II. IEI^ '_ 87.5)/,15. )
c INDEX USrD lt,I CC1MI'UfED qO lO FOR 110 IHRU 180
IF (l.4.Gl 8) l,',:-V-8
C NORII4 POl AR GRID
40 IF (('LAT G1 ..... O)GO 10 200
C SOUlll I'OI AR GRID
IF (CLAT.Lr.-75 O)GO T0 200
C .... INTT]AI_ ESTIMATE OF RFFFRENCE IAIITUr}E (LOWER LEFT GRID POINT)
LATO- 5*IN](CI.AT/5. )
IF (CLA1 .I.I.0.) LATO = LAIO 5
C ..... INIllAL FSIIr,'_AI£ OF RFFFRENCE lONGITUDE (LOWER LEFT GRID POINT)
LONO 5'I_'IT(C_ Or!/'5. )
c ..... ADJUSTS LAIC,,LtI_,JO ACCOPI)ING 10 DIRECTION OF TRAJECTORY AZIMUTH
IF (Y GT.O) r'_o TO 10(')
LATO -: LAI(' 5
LONG _ I.ONO _ IO
C[) TO 190
IrbO GD Tfl f i 10, 120, 13f), 14 c) . t50. 1GO, I'10, 180) ,K
I I0 lhlO := [AIO 10
LONO - LOt, l() t I0
GO I O ! 90
'120 LAIO= !_ATO--IO
LONG - ION{); 15
GO 10 t 90































140 LONO = LONO*15
GO 10 190
150 LONO = LONO+IO
GO TO 190
160 LONO = LONO+5
GO TO 190
170 LATO = LATO-5
LONO = LONO+5
GO TO 190
180 LATO = LATO-10
LONO = LONO+5
190 ']F(LONO.GE.3GO)LONO = LONO - 3GO
IF(LATO.GT.75) LATO=75
DLI=l.25
IF(ABS(CLAT).GE. IB) GO TO 192
DLI=3.0
LATO=-I8




C ..... LATITUDE, LONGITUDE GRID AT 5 DEGREE INTERVALS
195 GLDN(_) =tONO - 5. * (I - I)
GO TO 400
C POLAR GRID
200 NG = 9
DO 210 _=I.B
C ..... POLAR GRID LATITUDES 1-8 = +75 (N) OR -75 (S)
GLAT(J) = SIGN(75. ,CLAT)
C ..... POLAR GRID LONGITUDES 1-8 AT 45 DEG INTERVALS
210 GLON(d) = 45.*(d-1)
C ..... POLAR GRID LATITUDE 9 = POLE +90 OR -90
GLAT(9) = SIGN(90. ,CLAT)
C ..... POLAR GRID LONGITUDE 9 = 0
GLON(9) = O.
C ..... GENERATES IG PROFILES (OR 9 PROFILES FOR POLAR GRID)
400 CALL GRID4D
DO 390 I = I,NG








325 FORMAT(' GAS LAW VIOLATION. I,j,RATIO = ',214,G12.4)
330 CONTINUE
































































335 FORMAT(' HYDROSTATIC VIOLATION. I,J,RATIO = ',214,G12.4)
IF(J.EQ.2G)GO TO 345
KI = d + I
DO 336 K = KI,26
33G NGOOD(K) = O
GO TO 345
340 CONTINUE
345 NBAD = O
DO 360 J = 1,26
IF(NGOOD(J).GT.O)GOT0 360

























C HEIGHT = HEIGHT INDEX - I
440 Zl = IHV -I.
IF(IHV.EQ.O)GO TO 491'


































































441 CONTINUE GEN4 177
C ..... IF HEIGHT ZI GEQ 20 KM, USE ZONAL MEAN AT 30 KM FOR INTERPOLATION,GEN4 178
C OIHERWISE USE ZONAL MEAN AT 25 KM GEN4 179
IF (IHV.GE.21) GO TO 480 GEN4 180
C .... EVALUATES ZONAL MEANS AT 25 KM FOR INTERPOLATION AND GEN4 181
C FILL IN OF ZERO DATA GEN4 182
CALL GTERP(25,GLAT(I).P2,D2,T2,PG.DG,TG.DPY,DTY,U2,UG) GEN4 183
IHP = IHV + I GEN4 184
DO 450 K=IHP,26 GEN4 185
C ..... AVOIDS INTERPOLATION OF P,D,T IF ONLY SIGMAS ARE ZERO GEN4 IBG
IF(P(I,K).GT.O.O.AND.D(I,K).GT.O.O.AND.T(I,K).GT.O.O)GO TO 445 GEN4 187
H:K-1 GEN4 188
C .... INTERPOLATES BETWEEN 4D AT HEIGHT Z1 AND ZONAL MEAN AT 25 TO FILL GEN4 189






445 SP(I,K) = SPR
SD(I,K)=SDR
C ..... SETS MISSING SIGMAS EQUAL TO SIGMAS AT HEIGHT ZI
450 ST(I,K)-STR
GO TO 491
C .... EVALUATES ZONAL MEANS AT 30 KM FOR INTERPRETATION AND FILL IN OF
C ZERO DATA
4BO CALL GTERP(30,GLAT(I),P2,D2.T2,PG,DG,TG,DPY,DTY,U2,UG)
C COMPUTE PERTURBATIONS TO ZONAL MEAN MODEL
CALL PDTUV(PSP,DSP,TSP,USP,VSP.GLAT(1),GLON(1),30,DP,DD,DT,
$ DPX,DPY,DTX,DTY,DU,DV)
C .... ADD STATIONARY PERTURBATIONS TO ZONAL MEAN MODEL
P2 = P2'(1. + DP)
D2 = D2*(I. + DD)
T2 = T2"(1. + DT)
IHP = IHV + 1
DO 490 K=IHP,26
C ..... AVOIDS INTERPOLATING P,D,T IF ONLY SIGMAS ARE ZERO
IF(P(I,K).GT.O.O.AND.D(I,K).GT.O.O.ANO.T(I,K).GT.O.O)GO TO 485
H=K-I
C ..... INTERPOLATES BETWEEN 40 AT HEIGHT ZI AND GROVES AT 30 KM TO






























485 SP(I,K) = SPR
SD(I,K)=SDR
SET MISSING SIGMAS AT HEIGHT I
490 ST(I,K) = SIR
491 CONTINUE
IHP : IHV - I
SPO = SP(I, I)


















DO 492 K = 1,9
IF(SP(I,K) .LE. 0.) SP(I,K) = SPO
IF(SD(I,K) .LE. 0.) SD(I,K) - SDO
492 IF(ST(I,K) .LE. 0.) ST(I,K) = STO
DO 495 K=IO,IHP
C ...... SETS ALL ZERO SIGMAS TO SIGMA AT HEIGHT ZI
IF (SP(I,K).LE.O.O.AND.P(I,K).GI-O.) SP(I,K) = SPR
IF (SD(I,K).LE.O.O.AND.D(I,K).GT.O.) SD(I,K) = SDR
495 IF (ST(I,K).LE.O.O.AND.T(I,K).GT.O.) ST(I,K) = STR





510 PB = P(I,K)
TB = T(I,K)




560 IF(TA*TB.LE.O.O)GO TO 570
TZ = (TA-TB) / ALOG(TA/_B)
GO TO 575
570 TZ = TA
575 HS = K - 1.
IF(PB*PA.LE.O.O)GO TO 57G
HS = K - I. + O.O01*R*TZ*ALOG(PB/PA)/G
576 KM = K - 2






















































































595 T(I,J+I)=TJ GEN4 291
IF(NSAMF.EQ.2) NSAME=I GEN4 292
599 HS=O. GEN4 293
KOUNT = I GEN4 294
CALL ADJUST GEN4 295
GOO CONTINUE GEN4 29G
RETURN GEN4 297
_ND GEN4 298
SUBROUTINE GETNMC GETN 1
GETN 2
READS DATA FILE FOR NMC GRID NUMBERS, GETN 3
AND WRITES SCRATCH FILE FOR USE BY SELEC4. GETN 4
GETN 5
DIMENSION IP(15) GETN 6
CHARACTER N*2, IDUMMY*2 GETN 7
GETN 8




1 READ(IUS,3OO,END=90) N.IP GETN 13
300 FORMAT(A2, 1517) GETN 14
IF(N.NE. 'N') GO TO G GETN 15
3 DO 4 I:1, 15,3 GE1N 16
M=IP(1) GETN 17
IF(M.LT. 1) GO TO 5 GETN 18
IJ=IP(I+l)*lOOO+IP(I_2) GETN 19
WRITE(IOTEM2) IJ GETN 20
NREC=NREC+I GETN 21
4 CONTINUE GETN 22
GO TO I GETN 23
5 IF(NREC.NE.1977) GO TO G GETN 24
7 RETURN GETN 25
6 WRITE(6,2OO) NREC,IDTEM2 GETN 26
200 FORMAT(tHI/1X,IG,' RECORDS WRITTEN BY GETNMC IN SCRATCH FIEE',I3) GETN 27
STOP GETN 28
90 WRITE(G,4OO) IUS GETN 29
400 FORMAT('I PREMATURE END-OF-FILE FOUND ON UNIT ",I2/ GETN 30
I'O CALLED FROM SUBROUTINE GETNMC.') GETN 31
STOP ' GETNMC ERROR.' GETN 32
END GETN 33
SUBROUTINE GRID4D GRID I







SUBROUTINE TO SELECT PRESSURE,
TOGETHER WITH THE NORMALIZED VARIABLES IN EACII
AT LAT/LDNS SELECTED BY CALLING PROGRAM.
TEMPERATURE, AND DENSITY PROFILES (GRID





















APPROPRIATE 4-D INPUT FILE NOW POSITIONED - STDRE NEEDED PROFILES
20 CALL SELEC4
DO 29 IRN=l,64
I F ( IREAD( IRN, 3). EQ.O)GOT8 29
IT = IREAD(IRN, I)
dd = IREAD(IRN,2)
IF(IPRT.EQ.O)WRITE(6, 169)IRN,(IREAD(IRN,J),d =I,3),
& IPT(II ,dJ), IPTN(II ,dd)
29 CONTINUE
DD 38 II = I,NP
DO 19 I = 1,208
19 D(I,5) : 0.0
DO 31 d :. 1,4
IF (IPTN(II,J) .EQ. O)GOTO 31
IRN = IPTN(II,J) - 9000
IF(IPRT.EQ.O)WRITE(6, 169)II,J,IRN
169 FORMAT(' GRID4D' ,616)






































































































































35 IF(IG(5),NE.2) GO TO 36
DYX(1)=DXY(II,I)
DYX(2)=DXY(II,2)
36 CALL INTRP4 (LALO)





















DO 501 I = 1,26



























































501 WRITE(6.2OO2)IH.(P(d.I).d=I. NP) GRID 118
WRIIE(6.2003) GRID i19
DO 502 I = t,26 GRID 120
IH : I - 1 GRID 121
WRITE(G.2OO4)IH.(SQRT(SR(J.I)).j=I.Np) GRID 122
502 WRITE(G.2OO4)IH.(R(J.I).J=I. NP) GRID 123
WRITE(6.2005) GRID 124
DO 503 I = 1,2G GRID 125
IH : I I GRID 12G
WRITE(G.2OO4)IH.(SQRT(ST(d.I)).j=I.Np) GRID 127
503 WRITE(B.2OOG)IH.(T(J.I).J=I. NP) GRID 128
2000 FORMAT(' 4-D DATA READ IN FROM FILE'/' LATITUDE'/3X.16F8.3) GRID 129
2001 FORMAT(' LONGITUDE'/3X.IBFO.3) GRID 130
2007 FORMAT(' PRESSURE') GRID 131
2002 FORMAT(IX.I2,1GFB.O) GRID 132
2003 FORMAT(' DENSITY') GRID 133
2004 FORMAT(IX.12.iGFB.5) GRID 134
2005 FORMAT(' TEMPERATURE') GRID 135
2OOG FORMAT(IX,I2,1GFO.2) GRID 13G
RETURN GRID 137
39 WRITE(G.40) IT.IRN.DTEMP(213).MONIH.DIEMP(212).II.J.IPT(II.J) GRID 138
40 FORMAT(' ***** UNIT NO. ".I3.' IN ERROR.'. GRID 139
1 ' IRN =',I5,' DTEMP(213) =',13,' MONTH _',I3,' DTEMP(212) ='.I5. GRID 140
& ' IPT('.I2.'.'.II. ') ='.15) GRID 141
STOP GRID 142
END GRID 143
SUBROUTINE GROUP GROU I
DIMENSION KDU(2) GROU 2
COMMON/CHIC/LA(4.4).NB(2).IWSYM.USH.VSH.DUSH.DVSH GROU 3
COMMON /CHK/P(4.4.3),DEN(4,4,3).NO(2) GR0IJ 4
COMMON/WINCOM/DGH.FCORY,OXS,DYS.DUMMY(14) GROU 5
FCORX = FCORY_DXS/DY5 GROU G
KK=I GROU 7
DO 100 I=1.4 GROU 8
DO 100 d=l.4 GROU 9
LA{i.d)=4,(i_l)+d GROU 10
100 CONTINUE GROU il
200 CONTINUE GROU 12
DO 250 M=1,4 GROU 13
DO 250 N:I.4 GROU 14





GO TO 220 GROU 20
210 CONTINUE GROU 21
I=M GROU 22
d= N GROU 23
NN=I GROU 24
N4=I GROU 25
220 CONTINUE GROU 2G
IF (N.EQ.4) GO TO 225 GROU 27

































C .... INTERPOLATES ZONAL MEAN DATA 10 HEIGHT IH AND LATITUDE PHI
DIMENSION PG(21.19),TG(21,19),DG(21.19),UG(21,19)
C HEIGHT INDEX
I = (IH - 15)/5
IF (I.GT.21) I=21
C LOWER LATITUDE INDEX
J = INT((PHI + 1OO.)/IO.)
IF (J.LT.I) d = 1
IF (J.GT. 18) d = t8
C UPPER LATITUDE INDEX
JP = d + I
C ..... CHECK FOR DENSITY OR TEMPERATURE LEQ O
CHK = DG(I,J) * TG(I,J) * DG(I,JP) * TG(I,JP)
IF (CHK) 10,10,20




C .... LATITUDE DEVIATION FROM ZONAL MFAN POSIIION
20 PHIF = (PHI + 100. - lO.*d)/tO.
TL= TG(I,J) + (TG(I,JP) TG(I,J))_PHIF
C LATITUDE INTERPOLATION

















































































































C INTERPOLATED GAS CONSTANT
R : RI + (R2 - RI)*PHIF




C DP/DY FOR GEOSTOPHIC WINDS
30 DPY = (PG(I,dP) PG(I,d)) * 0.5
C DT/DY FOR THERMAL WINDS
DTY = (TG(I,JP) TG(I.d)) * 0.5
IF (ABS(PHI)-90.) 50,40,40






IF ( Zl Z2 ) 20,10,20
10 U : U1
C SETS U,V : UI,VI IF Zl : Z2
v = vl
RETURN
20 A : (Z-Zl)/(Z2-Zl)
U = UI + (U2-U1) * A
V = Vl + (V2-V1) * A
C ..... LINEAR INTERPOLATION BETWEEN UI,VI AT HEIGHT ZI AND U2,V2 AT




5 IF (Zl - Z2) 20, IO,20
10 P = P1
D = DI
C SETS P, D, T = P1,D1,T1, IF Z1 = Z2
T =T1
RETURN
20 A : (Z - Z1)/ (Z2 - Zl)
T = TI + (T2 - T1)*A
D = D1 * (D2 - DI)*A '
P = Pl + (P2 - P1) * A
C ..... LINEAR INTERPOLATION BETWEEN PI,D1,T1 AT HEIGIIT ZI AND P2,D2,T2




C ..... INTERPOLATES BETWEEN PI,DI,TI AT HEIGHT ZI AND P2,D2,T2 AT
C HEIGHT Z2 TO OUTPUT VALUES OF P,D,T AT HEIGIIT Z
C ..... CHECKS FOR TI,DI,T2,D2 PRODUCT : O, FOR GAS CONSTANT INTERPOLATIONINT2
CHK:TI*DI*T2*D2 INT2
IF (CHK) 10,10,5 INT2
























































iO P : Pl
D : DI
C SETS P,D,T = PI,DI,TI IF ZI=Z2
T : TI
RETURN
20 IF(PI*DI*TI*P2*D2*T2.LE.O.)GO TO 30
IF(D2*D1.LE.O.O)GO TO 30
A=ALOG(D2/DI)/(Z2-Zf)
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION ON LOG D
DZ= DI*EXP(A*(Z - Zl))
A=(Z-Z1)/(Z2-Z1)
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION ON T
TZ= TI + A*(T2-T1)
RI:P1/(Dt*T1)
R2=P2/(D2*T2)
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION ON GAS CONSTANT R
R=(R2-RI)*A+RI














C ..... INTERPOLATES BETWEEN 4D ARRAYS P(I,IH).D(I,IH),T(I,IH) AT GRID
C LOCATIONS LATITUDE GLAT(I) LONGITUDE GLON(1).










































HEIGHT INDEX = HEIGHT + I
IH = IZ + 1
IF (ICHK.GT.1) GO TO 220
IF (NG.GT.9) GO TO 1OO
NG = 9 MEANS POLAR GRID
XLON=CLON





I=lO--IG ALL AT go DEG
IO GLON(1) = GLON(I-8)











































































C LOWER RIGHT INTERPOLATION INDEX
IB = INT(CLON/45) + I
C LOWER LEFT INTERPOLATION INDEX
IA =IB+I
IF (IA.GT.B) IA = IA-8
C POSITION OUTSIDE POLAR GRID
IF (ABS(CLAT).LT.75.) GO TO 20
C UPPER LEFT INTERPOLATION INDEX
IC = IA +8
C UPPER RIGHT INTERPOLATION INDEX
ID : IB + B
GO TO 300
20 IF(NSAME.EQ. 1) NSAME=2
CALL GEN4D
ICHK = ICHK • 1
GO TO 5
IOO XLON = CLON
DO 105 I = 1,4
DO IO5 J = 1,4
I16 = 4"(I-I) + J
LAX(It6) = LA(I,d)
105 CONTINUE
IF(XLON-GLON(1).GT,180.)XLON = CLON - 360.
C ..... CHECKS FOR POSITION WITHIN 16 POINT GRID 110=GOOD.
C OUTSIDE GRID.
IF (CLAT.GE.GLAT(1) .AND. CLAT.LT.GLAI(16) .AND. XLON.LE.GLON(1)




IA = I + INT((GLON(1) - XLON) / 5)
C ..... IA = LOWER LEFT (REFERENCE) INTERPOLATION INDEX
IA = IA ÷ 4 * INT((CLAT - GLAT(1)) / NDL)
C LOWER RIGIIT INIERPOLATION INDEX
IB = IA * I
C UPPER LEFT INTERPOLATION INDEX
IC = IA + 4
C UPPER RIGHT INTERPOLATION INDEX

























































C ..... INTERPOLATION FOR POSITION INSIDE IG POINT GRID OR POLAR GRID INT4 78
300 CALL INTLL(P,IA,IB,IC,ID,P4,GLAT,GLON,CLAT,XLON, IH) INT4 79
CALL INTLL(D,IA,IB,IC,ID,D4,GLAT,GLON,CLAT.XLON,IH) INF4 80
CALL INTLL(T,IA,IB,IC,ID,T4,GLAT.GLON,CLAT,XLON,IH) INT4 81
25
C ..... RELATIVE LONGITUDE DISPLACEMENT FROM REFERENCE POSITION (IA)
DLON = (XLON - GLON(IA))/(GLON(IB) GLON(IA))
C ..... RELATIVE LATITUDE DISPLACEMENT FROM REFERENCE POSITION(IA)
DLAT = (CLAT - GLAT(IA))/(GLAT(IC) - GLAT(IA))
DPX=P(IB,IH)-P(IA.IH)
C ..... DP/DX FOR GEOSTROPHIC WIND EQUATIONS
DPX = DPX • (P(ID,IH) - P(IC,IH) - DPX)*DLAT
DTX = T(IB,IH) - T(IA,IH)
C ..... DT/DX FOR THERMAL WIND EQUATIONS
DTX = DTX + (T(ID.IH) T(IC.IH) - DTX)*DLAT
DPY = P(IC,IH) - P(IA.IH)
C ..... DP/DY FOR GEOSTROPHIC WIND EQUATIONS
DPY = DPY + (P(ID,IH) P(IB,IH) - DPY)*DLON
DTY = T(IC.IH) - T(IA.IH)
C ..... DT/DY FOR THERMAL WIND EQUATIONS
DTY = DTY + (T(ID,IH) T(IB.IH) - DTY)*DLON











C ..... INTERPOLATES FUNCTION (ARRAY) F FROM VALUES OF GLAT AND GLON
C INDEX VALUES IA. IB. IC. ID TO OUTPUT VALUE FLL AT HEIGHT
C AND POSITION CLAT, CLON
DIMENSION F(IG.2G).GLAT(IG).GLON(16)





C ..... NORMALIZES LATITUDE DISPLACEMENT
Y=(CLAT-GLAT(IA))/(GLAT(IC)-GLAT(IA))




















































































10 IF (IG(5)-3) 30,30,50























DO 36 J= I, 4








INTERPOLATE FROM ACROSS GRIDS
50 CONTINUE








































































































































IF (XC(2).L].O.) TH2:3. 14159+TH2
IF (XC(3).LT.O.) TH3=3. 14159+TH3
DNN=C0S(TH2+TH3)
IF (ABS(DNN).GT.O.OO1) GO TO 66
ITH=ITH+I





















































































IF (EB.G[.O.O1) C-(O(I,3)-D(I, I))/EB INTR 120
;r ((ABS(Z.1).GT .O.O1).AND.(ABS(E4).GT.O.OI)) INTR 121
I DD_(I)(1.4)-A-B_Z4-C*E4)/(Z4+E4) INTR 122
D(I,5)=A_*Z_C,EsDD+Z*E INTR 123
G7 CONTINLIF INTR 124
70 CONIINUF INIR 125
RETURN INTR 12G
END INTR 127
SUBROUTINE INTRUVfUR,VR,FI,PHI,SUH,SVH) INUV 1
C ..... FINDS RANDOM WIND STANDARD DEVIATION AT HEIGHT t_ (KM), LATITUDE INUV 2
C PHI (DEGREES), FROM UR AND VR ARRAYS INUV 3
DIMENSION UR(29, 19),VR(29, 19) INIIV 4
'C ..... I L[IWER tfE[GHT INDEX INUV 5
I= 1, INI(_I)/5 INUV G
IF (_.GE 125) I=25_(1NI(H)-120)/20 INUV 7
IF (I Gl. 29) I=29 INLIV ?A
C UPPER HEIGHT INDEX INUV 8
IP=l+1 INUV 9
IF (IP.GT.29) IP=29 INUV 10
C LOWER LATITUDE INDEX INUV 11
d=INT(PHI+IOO.)/10 INUV 12
C UPPER LATITUDE INDEX INUV 13
dP=d+l INUV 14
IF (JP.GT.19) JP=19 INUV 15
C ..... PHI1 - LOWER LATITUDE FOR UR AND VR ARRAY VALUES INUV 1G
PHII=-IOO.+IO.*J INUV 17
C ..... PHI2 - UPPER LATITUDE FOR UR AND VR ARRAY VALUES INUV 18
PHI2=-IOO.+IO.*dP INUV 19
IF (I,GT.25) GO TO tO INUV 20
C LOWER HEIGHT FOR UR AND VR ARRAY VALUES INUV 21
Z1=5.*(I-1) INUV 22
GO TO 20 INUV 23
IO Z1=20.*(I-19) INUV 24
20 IF(IP.GT.25) GO TO 30 INUV 25
C UPPER HEIGHT FOR UR AND VR ARRAY VALUES INUV 26
Z2=5.*(IP-1) INUV 2?
GO TO 40 INUV 28
30 Z2=20.*(IP-19) [NUV 29
C INTERPOLATE ON LATITUDE AT LOWER HEIGHT INUV 30
40 CALL INTERW(UR(I,J),VR(I,d),PHII,UR(I,JP),VR(I,JP),PHI2,UI.Vl, INUV 31
$PHI) INUV 32
C INTERPOLATE ON LATITUDE AT UPPER HEIGHT INUV 33
CALL INIERW(UR(IP,d),VR(IP,j),PHII.UR(IP,JP),VR(IP,dP),PHI2,U2,V2,INUV 34
$PHI) INUV 35
C INTERPOLATE ON HEIGHT INUV 3G
CALL INTERW(UI,V1,ZI,U2,V2,Z2,SUH,SVH,H) INUV 37
RETURN INUV 38
END INUV 39
SUBROUTINE INTRW(WR,H,SWH) INRW I
C ..... FINDS RANDOM WIND STANDARD DEVIATION AT HEIGHT H (KM), INRW 2
C FROM WR ARRAYS INRW 3
DIMENSION WR(29) INRW 4
C ..... I - LOWER HEIGHT INDEX INRW 5
I=I+INT(H)/5 INRW G
IF (H.GE. 125) I=25+(INT(H)-120)/20 INRW ?
29
IF (I.GT.29) I=29 INRW B
C UPPER HEIGH1 INDEX INRW 9
IP=l+1 INRW 10
IF (IP,GT.29) IP=29 INRW 11
IF (I.EQ.IP) GO TO 50 INRW 12
IF (I.GT.25) GO TO IO INRW 13
C LOWER HEIGHT FOR WR ARRAY VAI_UES INRW 14
Zl=5.*(I-1) INRW 15
GO TO 20 INRW IG
10 ZI=20 *(I-19) INRW 17
20 IF(IP.GT.25) GO TO 30 INRW IB
C UPPER HEIGHI FOR WR ARRAY VALUES INRW 19
Z2=5.*(IP-I) INRW 20
GO 10 40 INRW 21
30 Z2=20.*(IP-19) INRW 22
C INTERPOLATE ON HEIGHT INRW 23
40 A=(H-Zf)/(Z2-Z1) INRW 24
SWH=WR(1) + (WR(IP)-WR(1))*A INRW 25
RETURN INRW 2G
50 SWH=WR(I) INRW 27
RETURN INRW 28
END INRW 29
SUBROUTINE INTR25(UR,VR,H,PHI,SUH,SVH) IN25 I
C ..... FINDS LARGE SCALE FRACTIONAL VARIANCES AT FIEIGHT H (KM),LATITUDE IN25 2
C PHI (DEGREES), FROM UR AND VR ARRAYS IN25 3
DIMENSION UR(25,10),VR(25,10) IN25 4
C ..... I LOWER HEIGHT INDEX IN25 5
IF (H.LT.95.) I : t + INT(H) / 5 IN25 G
IF (H.GE.95.) I=19+(INT(H)-80)/20 IN25 7
IF (I,GT.25) I = 25 IN25 8
C UPPER HEIGHT INDEX IN25 9
IP:I+l IN25 IO
IF (IP.GT.25) IP=25 IN25 11
C LOWER LATITUDE INDEX IN25 12
J=INT(PHI_llO.)/20 IN25 13
C UPPER LATITUDE INDEX IN25 14
dP=d_l IN25 15
IF (JP.GT.IO) dP=lO IN25 IG
C ..... PHIl - LOWER LATITUDE FOR UR AND VR ARRAY VALUES IN25 I?
PHII=-I10.+20.*J IN25 t8
C ..... PHI2 - UPPER LATITUDE F0R UR AND VR ARRAY VALUES IN25 19
PHI2=-I10.+20.*dP IN25 20
IF (I.GT. 19) GO Tb 10 IN25 21
C LOWER HEIGHT FOR UR AND VR ARRAY VALUES IN25 22
Zt=5.*(I-l) IN25 23
GO TO 20 IN25 24
IO ZI=20.*(I-15) IN25 25
20 IF (IP.GT.19) GO TO 30 IN25 26
C UPPER HEIGHT FOR UR AND VR ARRAY VALUES IN25 27
Z2=5.*(IP-I) IN25 28
GO T0 40 IN25 29
30 Z2 = 20. * (IP - 15) IN25 30
C INTERPOLATE ON LATITUDE AT LOWER HEIGHT IN25 31
40 CALL INTERW(UR(I,J),VR(I,J),PHI1,UR(I,dP),VR(I,JP),PHI2,UI,Vl, IN25 32
3O
,PHI) IN25 33
INTERPOLATE ON LATITUDE AT UPPER HEIGI41 IN25 34
CALL INTERW(UR(IP,J).VR(IP,J),PHII,UR(IP,dP),VR(IP,JP),PHI2,U2,V2,IN25 35
*PHI) I_25 3G
INTERPOLATE ON HEIGHT IN25 37






C** 'dAC' CALCULATES TIIE TEMPERATURE TZ , THE TOTAL DENSITY DENS AND **dAC
C** ITS LOGARITHM DL, THE MEAN MOLECULAR WEIGHT EM, THE INDIVIDUAL **dAC
C** SPECIE NUMBER DENSITIES FOR N, D2, O, A. HE AND H (EACH PRECEDED **dAC
C** WITH AN 'A') AT ALTITUDE Z GIVEN THE EXOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE T. *_jAC
C** THIS SUBROUTINE USES THE SUBROUTINE 'GAUSS' AND THE FUNCTION **JAC
C** SUBPROGRAMS 'TEMP' AND 'MOLWT'. **qAC
C** **JAC
JAC
PARAMETER (AV = 6.02257E23)
PARAMETER (ON = .78110)
PARAMETER (Q02 = .20955)
PARAMETER (QA = .009343)
PARAMETER (QHE = 1.289E-05)
PARAMETER (RGAS : 8.31432)
PARAMETER (PI = 3.14159265)
PARAMETER (TO = 183.)
DIMENSION ALPHA(6) , EI(6) , DI(G)
REAL MOLWT
DIT(6)
DATA ALPI4A / 0.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 , -.380 , 0.0 /
DATA EI/28.0134,31.9988,15.9994,39.948,4 O02G, 1.00797/
TX = 444.3807 * .02385 * T - 392.8292 * EXP ( -.0021357 * T )
A2 : 2. * (T-TX) / PI
TXTO = TX - TO
TI = 1.9 * TXTO / ' 35.
T3 = -I.7 * TXTO / ( 35.**3 )
T4 = -0.8 * TXTO / ( 35.*'4 )
TZ = TEMP ( Z _ TX TI , T3 , T4 , A2 )
C** SECTION 1
D = AMINt ( Z . 105. )


















































































THE NUMBER 2.1926E-8 = DENSITY X TEMPERATURE/MEAN MOLECULAR WEIGHT
AT 90 KM.
EM = MDLWT ( D )
TD = TEMP ( D , TX , TI , T3 . T4 , A2 )
DENS = 2.192GE-8 * EM * EXP( -R / RGAS ) / TD
FACTOR = AV * DENS
PAR = FACTOR / EM
FACTOR = FACTOR / 28.96
C FOR ALTITUDES BELOW AND AT i05 KM CALCULATE THE INDIVIDUAL SPECIE
C NUMBER DENSITIES FROM THE MEAN MOLECULAR WEIGHT AND TOTAL DENSITY.
IF ( Z. LE. IO5 ) THEN
DL = ALOGIO ( DENS )
AN = ALOGIO ( QN * FACTOR )
AA = ALOGIO ( QA " FACTOR )
AHE = ALOGIO ( QHE * FACTOR )
AO = ALOGIO ( 2. * PAR * ( 1.-EM / 28.96 ) )
A02 = ALOGIO ( PAR * ( EM * ( I.+Q02 ) / 28.96-I. ) )
AH = O.
C




C** SECTION 2 : THIS SECTION IS ONLY PERFORMED FOR ALTITUDES
C** ......... ABOVE 105 KM.
C NOTE THAT HAVING REACHED THIS SECIION MEANS THAT D IN SECTION I IS
C 105 KM.
C CALCULATE INDIVIDUAL SPECIE NUMBER DENSITIES FROM THE TOTAL DENSITY
C AND MEAN MOLECULAR WEIGHT AT 105 KM ALTITUDE.
DI(1) = ON * FACTOR
DI(2) = PAR * (EM * (I.+002) / 28.96-I.)
DI(3) = 2. * PAR * (1.- EM / 28.9_)
DI(4) = QA * FACTOR
DI(5) = QHE * FACTOR



















































































































DO 4i I = I , 5
DIT(1) = DI(I)*(TD/TZ)**(I.+At_PHA(1))*EXP(-EI(I)*R/RGAS)
IF (DIT(I). LE. O. ) DIT(1) = 1.E-G
CONTINUE
THIS SECTION CALCULATES AFOMIC HYDROGEN DENSITIES ABOVE 500 KM
ALTITUDE. BELOW 1HIS ALTITUDE , 14 DENSITIES ARE SET TO 10"*-6.
SECTION 3
IF ( Z .GT. 500. ) 1HEN
Af = 500.
S = TEMP ( AI , 1X T1 , 13 , r4 , A2 )
DI(G)=IO.**(73.13-39.4*ALOGIO(S)45.5_ALOGIO(S)*ALOGIO(S))
CALL GAUSS(Z,?,R,TX,TI,T3,T4,A2)
DIT(G) = DI(G) * (S/TZ) * EXP (-El(G) ' R / RGAS )
ELSE
END IF
DIT (6) = 1.0
C FOR ALTITUDES GREATER THAN 105 KM , CALCUIAIE TOTAL DENSITY AND
C MEAN MOLECULAR WEIGHT FROM INDIVIDUAL SPECIE NUMBER DENSITIES.
42
DENS=O
DO 42 I : I , G
DENS = DENS + El(1) * DII{I) / AV
CONTINUE
EM=DENS*AV/(DIT(1)_DIT(2)+DIT(3)_DIT(4)+DIT(5)+DIT(G))

























































































SUBROUTINE 070 ( INDATA. OUTDATA )
C** d70 DEVELOPED FROM J7OMM BY
C** MIKE P. HICKEY
C** UNIVERSITIES SPACE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
C** AT
C** NASA / MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ED44,
C** HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA, 35812, USA.





C** Z -- ALTITUDE = INDATA (I)
C** XLAT -- LATITUDE = INDATA (2)
C** XLNG -- LONGITUDE : INDATA (3)
C** IYR -- YEAR (YY) : INDATA (4)
C** MN -- MONTH (MM) = INDATA (5)
C** IDA -- DAY (DD) = INDATA (G)
C** IHR -- HOUR (HH) : INDATA (7)
C** MIN -- MINS (MM) = INDATA (B)
C** II -- GEOMAGNETIC INDEX = INDATA (9)
C** FIO -- SOLAR RADIO NOISE FLUX = INDATA (10)
C *_ FIOB -- 162-DAY AVERAGE FIO = INDATA (11)


































































































































T-- EXOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE = OUTOATA (I)
TZZ-- TEMPERATURE AT ALTITUDE Z = OUTDAIA (2)
A(1)-- N2 NUMBER DENSITY
A(2)-- 02 NUMBER DENSITY
A(3)-- 0 NUMBER DENSITY
A(4)-- A NUMBER DENSITY
A(5)-- HE NUMBER DENSITY
A(G)-- H NUMBER DENSITY
EM-- AVERAGE MOLECULAR WEIGHT
DENS-- TOIAL DENSITY
DL-- LOGIO ( TOTAL DENSITY
P-- TOTAL PRESSURE
INPUT THROUGI! ARRAY 'INDATA






























PARAMETER (RGAS = S.3i432E3)
PARAMETER (BFH = 440.0)
DIMENSION A ( 6 )
REAL INDATA ( 12 ), OUTDATA ( 12 )
C CALCULATIONS PERFORMED FOR ONLY ONE LATITUDE , ONE LONGITUDE
C AND ONE ALTITUDE
C
C** SET PARAMETERS TO INDATA VALUES
C
+ _900
Z = INDATA (1)
XLAT = INDATA (2)
XLNG = INDATA (3)
IYR = INT ( INDATA (4))
MN : INT ( INDATA (5))
IDA = INT ( INDATA (6))
IHR = INT ( INDATA (7))
MIN = INT ( INDATA {B) )
II = INT ( INDATA (9))
FIO _ INDATA (I0)
FIOB : INDATA (I.I)
GI = INDATA (12)
CALL TME(MN. IDA,IYR,IHR,MIN,XLAT,XLNG,SDA,SHA,DD,DY)






























































































IF ( Z .LE. 170. ) THEN




C** 'FAIR' HELIUM NUMBER DENSITY BETWEEN BASE FAIRING HEIGHT ( BFH )
C AND 500 KM.
IF ( Z. GE. 500. ) THEN
CALL SLVH ( DEN , A(5) , XLAT , SDA )
DL = DEN
ELSE IF ( Z .GT. BFH ) THEN
DHELI = A ( 5 )
DHEL2 = A ( 5 )
DLG1 = DL
DLG2 = DL




A ( 5 ) = FDHEL
END IF
DL = DL + DENLG
DENS = IO.*_DL
XLAT = XLAT * 57.29577951
C FILL OUTDATA ARRAY
DUTDATA (I) = TE
DUTDATA (2) = TZ
DO 80 I = I, G
OUTDATA (I+2) = I.EG * ( I0. ** A(I) )
80 CONTINUE
OUTDATA (9) = EM
OUTDATA (10) = DENS * I000.
OUTDATA (11) = DL
P = OUTDATA (10) * RGAS * TZ / EM
DUTDATA (12) = P
REIURN
END
REAL FUNCTION MOLWT( A )
• ********************************************************************** MOWT
C** ** MOWT
C** 'MOIWT' CALCULATES THE MOLECULAR WEIGHT FOR ALTITUDES BETWEEN ** MOWT
























































C "_ OTHERWISE, MOLWT IS SET TO UNITY. **
DIMENSION B (7)
DATA B / 28,15204 , -0.085586,
1.5044E-6, 9.9826E-8 /






U = A - 100.
MOLWT = B (1)
I I = 2 , 7






C ..... INTERPOLATES STATIONARY PERTURBATIONS ON LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE
C AT HEIGHT IH
DIMENSION PSP(15.19,18).DSP(15,19.18).TSP(15,19.18),USP(15,i9,18),
& VSP(15,19, 18)
C HEIGHT INDEX K
IO K=(IH-15)/5
30 XLON = CLON




































C ..... DLON - RELATIVE LONGITUDE DEVIATION FROM CORNER REFERENCE LOCATIONPOTtl







C UPPER LONGITUDE INDEX dP PDTU
dP = d+l PDTU
IF(JP .GT. 18) dP=l PDTU
C LOWER LATITUDE INDEX I PDTU
I=INT((CLAT+IO0.)/IO.) PDTU
C UPPER LATITUDE INDEX IP PDTU
IP = I+I PDTU
IF(IP .GT. 19)IP=19 PDTtJ
C ..... DLAT - RELATIVE LATITUDE DEVIATION FROM CORNER REFERENCE LOCATION PDIU
DLAT=(CLAT -lO.*I+lO0.)/lO. PDTU













































































C ..... DPX - DP/DX FOR GEOSTROPHIC WINDS
DPX : (PSP(K.I,J)-PSP(K.I.JP))/4.
DPX = DPX + ((PSP(K,IP,J)-PSP(K,IP,JP))/4. DPX)*DLAT
C ..... DPY - DP/DY FOR GEOSTROPHIC WINDS
DPY=(PSP(K,IP,J)-PSP(K,I,J))/2.
DPY= DPY + ((PSP(K,IP,JP)-PSP(K.I.JP))/2. OPY)*DLON
C ..... DTX - DT/DX FOR THERMAL WINDS
DTX = (TSP(K,I,J)-TSP(K,I,JP))/4.
DTX = DTX + ((TSP(K,IP,J)-TSP(K,IP,JP))/4. DTX)*DLAT
C ..... DTY - DT/DY FOR THERMAL WINOS
DTY=(TSP(K.IP,J)-TSP(K,I,_))/2.




















IF(DLON.GT.PI) DLON = 2.*PI - DLON
DX = R*SQRT((CLAT-PLAT)**2 ÷ (COS(CLAT)*(DLON ))**2)
IF(ABS(D×).LT.O.OI.AND.ABS(DZ).LT.O.OI)DX = O.O1

















































































































AH : 9OO. PERT 22
BH : G. PERT 23
HORIZONTAL WAVELENGTH, KM PERT 24
HLL= AH + BH*CH PERT 25
DPHI:(90.-ABS(CLAT)/O.O17453293}*+2 PERT 2G
DHGT = 0.22 + O.OO258_(SQRT(ABS(CH)**3}) PERT 27
IF (DHGT.GT.5.) DHGT = 5. PERT 28
VDS = (11.O - 2. IO2E-4*DPHI)*DHGT PERT 29
VTS = (3.O + 5.14GE-4*DPHI)*DHGT PERT 30
VUS = (G,2 - 3.615E-4*DPHI)*DHGT PERT 3t
VDL = (20.7 - 1.34GE-3*DPHI)*DHGT PERT 32
VTL = 7.3*DHGT PERT 33
VUL = (31.2 - 3.503E-3*DPHI)*DHGT PERI 34
HLS = 20. + .Of25*CH*CH PERT 35
IF(HLS.GT.4OO.) HLS = 400. PERT 3G
HLS = (DX/HLS)**2 PERT 37
HLL = (DX/HLL)+*2 PERT 38
RDS=SQRT(HLS+(DZ/VDS)**2) PERT 39
IF(RDS.LE. 50.)GO TO 10 PERT 40
RDS:O. PERT .11
GO TO 20 PERT 42
RDS : CORREL(RDS) PERT 43
RTS=SQRT(HLS_(DZ/VTS)**2) PERT 44
IF(RTS.LE. 50.)GO TO 30 PERT 45
RTS=O. PERT 46
GO TO 40 PERT 47
RTS = CORREL(RTS) PERT 48
RVS:SQRT(HLS+(DZ/VUS)**2) PERT 49
IF(RVS.LE. 50.)GO TO 50 PERT 50
RVS:O. PERT 51
GO TO GO PERT 52
RVS = CORREL(RVS) PERT 53
RDL:SQRT(HLL+(DZ/VDL)**2) PERT 54
IF(RDL.LE. 50.)GO TO 70 PERT 55
RDL:O. PERT 5G
GO TO BO PERT 57
RDL : CORREL(RDL) PERT 58
RTL=SQRT(HLL+(OZ/VTL)**2) PERT 59
IF(RTL.LE. 50.)GO TO 90 PERT GO
RTL:O. PERT 61
GO TO IOO PERT 62
RTL = CORREL(RTL) PERT G3
RVL=SQRT(HLL+(DZ/VUL)**2) PERT G4
IF(RVL.LE. 50.)GD TO 110 PERT 65
RVL:O. PERT 6G
GO TO 120 PERT G7
RVL : CORREL(RVL) PERT 68
CONTINUE PERT 69
CALL CORLAT(AS,BS,CS,DS,ES,FS,GS,HS,AIS,AdS,AKS,SPSI,SPS2,SDSI, PERT 70
I SDS2,STSI,STS2,SUSf,SUS2,SVSI.SVS2,UDS_.UDS2,VDSI,VDS2,RDS,RTS, PERT 71
2RVS) PERT 72
CALL CORLAT(AL,BL,CL,DL,EL,FL,GL,HL,AIL,AdL,AKL,SPLI,SPL2,SDLI. PERT 73









































IF(P2.LT.-0.9) P2 = -0.9
]F(D2.LT,-0.9) D2= -0.9

































































































































IF (DA.LT.PER2) OA = DA + PER
IF (DB.LT.PER2) DB = DB _ PER
30 DA = DA + (DB - OA)*(X - XI)I(x2 - XI)





DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PPND(P, IFAUIT)
C
C ALGORITHM AS III APPL. STATIST. ( 1977) VOL. 26, P. I18
C
C PRODUCES NORMAL DEVIATE CORRESPONDING TO LOWER TAIL AREA OF P.
C RETURNS IFAULT = i IN INPUT P >= I OR <= O, IFAULT = 0
C OTHERWISE. IF IFAULT = I, PPND VALUE IS SET TO O.
C SINGLE PRECISION VERSION WITH ERROR EPSILON = 2 ** (-31).
C FOR DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION, CHANGE REAL TO DOUBLE PRECISION
C IN THE FUNCTION STATEMENT AND THE DECLARATION OF VARIABLES;
C CHANGE EO TO DO IN THE DATA STATEMENTS AND CHANGE ABS, ALOG
C AND SQRT TO DABS, DLOG AND DSQRT IN THE ASSIGNMENT STATEMENTS.
C THE HASI4 SUMS ARE THE SUMS OF IHE MODULI OF THE COEFFICIENTS.
C THEY HAVE NO INHERENT MEANINGS, BUT ARE INCLUDED FOR USE IN
C CHECKING TRANSPOSITIONS.
C
DOUBLE PRECISION ZERO, SPLIT, HALF, ONE, AO, AI, A2, A3,
& B1, B2, B3. B4, CO, Cl, C2, C3, D}, D2, P, O, R
C
DATA ZERO, ttALF, ONE, SPLIT /O.ODO. 0.5DO. 1.0DO. 0.42D0/
DATA AO /
& AI / -18
& A2 / 41
& A3 / -25
& BI / -8
& B2 / 23
& B3 / -21






















HASH SUM FOR C & O = 17,43746520924
IFAULT _ 0
























































IF(DABS(O) .GT. SPLIT) GOTO I
R=O*Q
PPND = O * (((A3 * R + A2) * R + At) * R ÷ AO) /
& ((((B4 * R * B3) * R + B2) * R + BI) * R + ONE)
RETURN
I R=P
IF (Q .GT.ZERO) R = ONE - P
IF (R .LE.ZERO) GOTO 2
R =DSQRT(-DLOG(R))
PPND = (((C3 * R + C2) * R + Ci) _ R + CO) /
& ((D2 * R * DI) * R + ONE)
IF (Q LT ZERO) PPND = -PPND
RETURN



























ON JULIAN DAY XMJD FROM ARRAYS OF AMPLITUDES PAQ,DAQ,TAQ, - QBOG
UAQ,VAQ AND PHASES PDQ,DDQ,TDQ,UDQ.VDQ. QBOG
COMMON /IOTEMP/ IOTEMI,IOTEM2,IUS,DDD,XMJD,PHII,PHI, QBOG
NSAME,RPI, RDI, RTI, SPI, SDI, STI, RUt, RVI, SUI. SVI,QBOG
$ MN, IDA, IYR, HI, PHIIR,THETiR.G,RI,H.PHIR,THETR.FIO,FIOB.AP, QBOG
& IHR,MIN.NMORE,DX,HL,VL.DZ,DUMMY2(24)
COMMON /POTCOM/IU4,MONTH,IOPR,





PR(29, 19),DR(29, 19),TR(29, 19),UR(29,19),VR(29, 19)
,PQ,DQ.TQ,UQ,VQ
& ,PA,DA,lA,UA,VA,IOPQ,DUMMY(2250)
IF (XMJD.GT.O.AND.IOPQ.EQ. 1) GO TO 10





































C LOWER HEIGHT INDEX
IO IH = INT((H-5.)/5. )
IF (IH.LT I) IH=!
C UPPER HEIGHT INDEX
IP = IH + 1
IF (IP.GT. 17) IP = 17
PHA = ABS(PHI)
c LOWER LATITUDE INDEX
JL = INT(( PHA + IO. )/20.)
C UPPER LATITUDE INDEX






















C dULIAN DAY FOR JAN O. 1966
XMJDO = 2439126
C TIME RELATIVE TO JAN O, 1966
TMJD : XMJD-XMJDO




HI = 5. 4 5.*IH
C LOWER LATITUDE
PHIJ = 20.*JL - 10.
C UPPER LATITUDE
PHIP = 20.*dP-lO.





C ..... INTERPOLATES QBO P,D,T AMPLITUDE ON LATITUDE AT UPPER HEIGHT
CALL INTERZ(PAQ(IP,JL),DAQ(IP,dL),TAQ(IP,dL).PHIJ,PAQ(IP,JP),
2DAQ(IP,JP),TAQ(IP,OP),PHIP,PA2.DA2,TA2,PHA)
C ..... INTERPOLATES QBO P,D,T AMPLITUDE ON HEIGHT AT LATITUDE PHI
CALL INTERZ(PAI,DAI,TAI,HI,PA2,DA2,TA2.HP.PA,DA,TA,H)
















C ..... INTERPOLATES QBO WIND
PHI P , DO t , PFIA )
PHIP , TD I , PHA )
PHI P , PD2 , PHA )
PHIP , DO2 , PHA )








HP, TD, H )
PHIJ,UDQ(IH,dP),PHIP,UDI,PHA)
PHIal, VDQ( IH, JP ), PHIP, VDI, PHA )




aMPLITUDE ON IATITUDE AT LOWER HEIGHT
CALL INTERW(UAO(III.JL),VAO(IH.dL),PHId. UAQ[IH,JP),VAQ(IH,JP),
5PHIP,UAI,VAI,PHA)
C ..... INTERPOLATES QBO WIND AMPLIIUDES ON LATIIUDE AT UPPER HEIGHT
CALL INTERW(UAQ(IP,JL),VAQ(IP,JL),PHIJ,UAQ(IP.JP),VAQ(IP,JP),
6PHIP,UA2.VA2,PHA)
C ..... INTERPOLATES QBD WIND AMPLITUDES ON HEIGHT AT LATITUDE PHI
CALL INTERW(UAI.VA1,HI,UA2,VA2,ftP,UA,VA,H)


















































































































C ..... GRAVITY G AT H, LATITUDE PHIR (RADIANS)




DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION RANDOM(L) RAND I
RAND 2
ALGORITHM AS 183 APPL. STATIST. (1982) VOL. 31, P.188 RAND 3
RAND 4
RETURNS A PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBER RECTANGULARLY DISTRIBUTED RAND 5
BETWEEN 0 AND I. RAND 6
RAND 7
IX, IY AND IZ SHOULD BE SET TO INTEGER VALUES BETWEEN RAND 8
I AND 30,000 BEFORE FIRST ENTRY. RAND 9
RAND 10
INTEGER ARITHMETIC UP TO 30323 IS REQUIRED. RAND II
RAND 12
RETURNS L = 0 UNLESS RANDOM = 0 OR RANDOM = I. IN WHICH RAND 13
CASE L = I RAND i4
RAND 15
DOUBLE PRECISION ONE,ZERO RAND 16
COMMON /RAND/ IX, IY. IZ RAND 17
DATA ONE,ZEROII.ODO,0.ODO/ RAND IB
IX = i71 * MOD(IX, 177) - 2 * (IX I 177) RAND 19
IY = 172 * MOD(IY, 176) - 35 * (IY / 176) RAND 20
IZ = 170 * MOD(IZ, 178) - 63 * (IZ / i78) RAND 21
RAND 22
IF (IX .LT. 0) IX = IX + 30269 RAND 23
IF (IY .LT. O) IY = IY + 30307 RAND 24
IF (IZ .LT. O) IZ = IZ + 30323 RAND 25
RAND 26
IF INTEGER ARITHMETIC UP TO 5,212,632 IS AVAILABLE, RAND 27
THE PRECEDING G STATEMENTS MAY BE REPLACED BY RAND 28
RAND 29
IX = MOD(171 * IX, 30269) RAND 30
IY = MOD(172 * IY, 30307) RAND 31
IZ = MOD(170 * IZ, 30323) RAND 32
RAND 33
ON SOME MACHINES, THIS MAY SLIGHTLY INCREASE THE SPEED. RAND 34
THE RESULTS SHOULD BE IDENTICAL. RAND 35
RAND 36
RANDOM =DMOD(DFLOAT(IX) /30269.ODO+DFLOAT(IY) /30307.0D0+ RAND 37
& DFLDAT(IZ) /30323.ODO,ONE) RAND 38
L = O RAND 39
IF (RANDOM LE. ZERO .OR. RANDOM .GE. ONE)L = 1 RAND 40
RETURN RAND 41
END RAND 42
SUBROUTINE RIG RIG I
COMMONIIOTEMPIIOTEMI,IOTEM2,1US,DD.XMJD,PHII,PHI, RIG 2
NSAME,RPI, RDi, RTI, SPI, SDI, ST1. RUI, RVI, SU1, SVI,RIG 3
MN, IDA, IYR, H1, PHIIR,THETIR,G,RI,H,PHIR,THETR,FIO,FIOB,AP. RIG 4






C ..... B = POLAR EARTH RADIUS, EPS = ECCENTRICITY
CPHI2 = CDS(PHIR) ** 2
C EARTH RADIUS
RI = B / SQRT(I. - EPS * CPHI2)
C C2PHI -- COS(2*PIIIR)
C2PHI = 2. * CPHI2 - 1.
C C4Plll = COS(4*PIIIR)
C4PHI : 8. * CPHI2 * (CPHI2 - 1. ) + 1.
C .... G AT SURFACE
G = 9.80616 * (1. - 0.0026373 * C2PlII
C .... EFFECTIVE RADIUS
RE = 2. * G / (3.O85462E-3 + C2PHI + 2.27E-6 - C4PHI * 2.E-9)
C G AT HEIGHT H
G = G / (1. + (H / RE)) ** 2
C RADIUS AT HEIGHT H
RI = RI + H
END
SUBROUTINE RTERP(H,PHI ,PR,DR, TR, P,D,T)
C .... COMPUTES RANDOM PERTURBATION STANDARD DEVIATIONS P,D,T AT
C HEIGHT H (KM), LATITUDE PHI(DEGREES) FROM SIGMA ARRAYS
C PR,DR,AND TR
DIMENSION PR(29, 19),DR(29. 19),TR(29.19)







C LOWER LATITUDE INDEX
J=INT((PIII_-100. )/I0. )
dP = ,J4 1
IF(dP .Gf. 19)dP=19
IF(I .GF. 25)G0[0 I0




20 IF(IP .GT. 25)GOTO 30
C UPPER IlEIGI41 FOR PR,DR,TR ARRAYS
Z2=5. *IP-5.
GO TO 40
30 Z2= 120. _-20. ' (IP-25)
40 PHI 1 =- 100. -" 10. +d
PHI 2 = - 'tO(). _ 10. 'dP
C ..... INTEPP(ll AlE ON lATITUDE AT LOWER 14EIGIII
CAll. INIERZ(PR( I,O),DR(I ,J},IR(I,J),PIII I.PR(I,dP),DR(t.dP),
I Tpl I ,IF,).Pl41rp.pl .Pl T} .PHT )
C ..... IN[ERP(ILAIF ON LAIITUDE A1 UPPER HEIGHT
CAI_I ItqlERZ( PP( IF .d),DR! IP.d) ,TR( IP.d} ,PHI I .PP(IP,OP).DR( IP,dP ),
1 TPl IP,JP),Pt412.P2,D2, T2.PHI )
C ..... INTERPQLATION ON t_EIGHT USING LATITUDE INTERPOI.ATED VALUES














































































































ENTRY RTRAN2 RTRA 20
C .... ENTRY POINT TO READ QBO PARAMETERS AND LARGE/SMALL SCALE FRACTIONSRTRA 21







DO 2 I = 1,10
2 14(I) : NDATA(I*I)
RETURN
3 WRITE(G,250) IUS.IWHERE
250 FORMAT('I PREMATURE END-OF-FILE FOUND ON UNIT ',12/
1'0 CALLED FROM SUBROUTINE ',AIO)
STOP ' RTRAN ERROR.'
END
SUBROUTINE SCIMOD(NPOP)
C ..... COMPUTES VALUES P,D,T,U,V AND SHEAR OUH,DVH FROM INPUT AND
ARRAYS IN COMMON POTCOM. INPUT TO SCIMOD IS%
G = GRAVITY AT POSITION RI = RADIUS AT HEIGHT H
PHIR = LATITUDE (RADIANS) THETR = LONGITUDE (RADIANS)
FiO = FiO.7 SOLAR FLUX FIOB : MEAN FiO.7 FLUX
AP = SOLAR-GEOMAGNETIC A SUB P INDEX
MN/IDA/IYR = DATA (IYR = FULL YEAR-1900)
IHR%MIN = TIME Hi = PREVIOUS HEIGHT
PHIIR : PREVIOUS LATITUDE THETIR = PREVIOUS LONGITUDE
RPI,ROI,RTI = PREVIOUS RANDOM PERTURBATIONS
SPI.SDI,STI = PREVIOUS RANDOM STANDARD DEVIATIONS (SIGMAS)
RUI,RVi = PREVIOUS RANDOM WINDS































































FACTOR FOR RADIANS TO DEGREES
FAC = 57.2957795
IWSYM=ICHAR(' ')
















































































































































C ..... FCORY : NORTH COMPONENT CORIOLIS FACTOR TIMES DISTANCE FOR




C .... IN JACCHIA OR MIXED ZONAL MEAN-JACCHIA HEIGHT RANGE
8 IF(H.GT.90.O) GO TO 10
C ..... IN 4-D DATA HEIGHT RANGE
IF (H.LE.25.0) GO TO 500
C .... IN ZONAL MEAN OR MIXED ZONAL MEAN 4D HEIGHT RANGE
GO TO 200
C .... IN MIXED JACCHIA-ZONAL MEAN RANGE, NEED TO FAIR DATA
10 IF (H.LT.120.) GO TO 20
C ..... FOLLOWING IS THE PURE JACCHIA HEIGHT RANGE SECTION
C ..... JACCHIA VALUES AT CURRENT POSITION
CALL JACCH(H,PHIR,THET,PH,DH,TH)
PHIN = PHIR + 5. / FAC
THETE = THET - 5.
C ..... JACCHIA VALUES AT CURRENT POSITION+5 DEGREES LAT, FOR DP/DY AND
C DT/DY
CALL JACCH(H,PHIN,THET,PHN,DHN,THN)
C ..... JACCHIA VALUES AT CURRENT POSIllON-5 DEGREES LON, FOR DP/DX AND
C DT/DX
CALL JACCH(H,PHIR,THETE,PHE,DHE,THE)
C DP/DY FOR GEOSTROPHIC WIND
DPY=PHN-PH
C DP/DX FOR GEOSTROPHIC WIND
DPX=PHE-PH
C DT/DX FOR THERMAL WIND SHEAR
DT× = THE - TH
C DT/DY FOR THERMAL WIND SHEAR
DTY = THN - TH







HB : H + 5.
CP = 7.*PH/(2.*DH*TH)
CALL JACCH(HB,PHIR,THET,PB,DB,TB)
DTZ = (TB - TH)/5000.





















































WGH = -CP*(UH*DTX/DX5 $ VH*DTY/OY5)/(G • CP*DTZ + UH_DUH_VH*DVH) SCIM 125
GO TO RANDOM PERTURBATIONS SECTION SCIM 126
4_
GO TO 800
C .... FOLLOWING IS THE MIXED JACCHIA-ZONAL MEAN HEIGHT RANGE SECTION
C LOWER HEIGHT INDEX
20 IHA : 5*(INT(H)/5)
C UPPER HEIGHT INDEX
IHB = IHA + 5
C LOWER HEIGHT FOR INIERPOLATION
HA = IHA*I.
C UPPER HEIGHT FOR INTERPOLATION
HB = IHB*I.
C ..... JACCHIA VALUES AT LOWER HEIGHT, CURRENT LAT-LON
CALL UACCH(HA,PHIR,THET,PJA,DUA.TJA)
PHIN : PHIR + 5. / FAC
THETE : THET - 5.
C ..... dACCHIA VALUES AT LOWER HEIGHT, CURRENT LON-LAT+5 DEGREES
C LAT, FOR DP/DY AND DT/DY
CALL UACCH(HA,PHIN,THET,PUN,DjN,TdN)
C ..... dACCHIA VALUES AT LOWER 14EIGHT, CURRENT LAT--LON-5 DEGREES
C LON, FOR DP/DX, AND DT/DX
CALL dACCH(HA,PHIR,THETE,PdE,DJE,TUE)
C UACCHIA DP/DY AT LOWER HEIGHT
DPXUA=PJE-PJA
C UACCHIA DP/DY AT LOWER HEIGHT
DPYUA:PdN-PdA
C UACCHIA DT/DX AT LOWER HEIGHT
DTXUA =TjE TdA
C dACCHIA DT/DY AT LOWER HEIGHT
DTYdA = TdN - TdA
C ..... JACCHIA VALUES AT UPPER HEIGHT, CURRENT LAT-LON
CALL JACCH(HB,PHIR,THET,PdB,DUB,TJB)
PHIN = PHIR + 5. / FAC
TIIETE=THET-5,
C ..... JACCHIA VALUES AT UPPER HEIGHT, CURRENT LON-LAT+5 DEGREES
C LAT, FOR DPIDY AND DI/DY
CALL JACCH(HB,PHIN,THET.PUN,DJN.TJN)
C ..... JACCHIA VALUES AT UPPER HEIGHT, CURRENT LAT-LON-5 DEGREES
C LON, FOR DP/DX AND DT/DX
CALL JACCH(HB,PHIR,THETE,PdE,DJE,TdE)
C JACCHIA DP/DX FOR GEOSTROPHIC WINDS
DPXJB = PJE - PUB
C JACCHIA DP/DY FOR GEOSIOPHIC WINDS
DPYdB : PUN - PUB
C UACCHIA OT/DX FOR THERMAL WIND SHEAR
DTXdB = TJE - TUB
C JACCHIA DT/DY FOR THERMAL WIND SHEAR
DTYjB = TJN - TJB
C .... ZONAL MEAN AT LOWER 14EIGHT, TO BE FAIRED WIl}l dACCHIA
CALL GTERP(IHA,PHI,PGA,DGA,TGA,PG,DG,TG,DPYGA,DTYGA,UGA,UG)
C .... ZONAL MEAN AT UPPER HEIGHT, TO BE FAIRED WITH UACCHIA
CALL GTERP(IHB,PHI,PGB,DGB,TGB,PG,DG,TG,DPYGB,DTYGB,UGB,UG)











































































DTXGA = DTXSB * TGA
DTXGB = DTXSB * TGB
DTYGA = TGA*DTYSB + DTYGA*(I + TSH + DTYSB)
.. DTYGB = TGB*DTYSB + DTYGB*(I + TSI4 + DTYSB)
DPXGA = DPXSB * PGA
DPXGB = DPXSB * PGB
DPYGA = PGA*DPYSB + DPYGA*(I + PSH + DPYSB)
DPYGB = PGB*DPYSB + DPYGB*(I + PSH + DPYSB)
CALL FAIR(PGA.DGA,TGA.PJA.DJA,TJA,IHA.PI.DI,TI.DPXGA,DPYGA,
& DPXJA,DPYJA,DPXA,DPYA,DTXGA,DTYGA,DTXJA,DTYJA,DTXA,DTYA)
C ..... FAIRED RESULTS AT UPPER HEIGHT
CALL FAIR(PGB,DGB,TGB,PjB,DJB,TJB,IHB,P2,D2.T2,DPXGB.DPYGB,
& DPXJB,DPYJB,DPXB,DPYB,DTXGB,DTYGB,DTXJB,DTYJB,DTXB,DTYB)
C ..... HEIGHT INTERPOLATION ON FAIRED P,D,T
CALL INTER2(PI,DI,TI,HA,P2,D2,T2,HB,PH,DH.TH,H)
C ..... HEIGHt INTERPOLATION ON FAIRED DP/DX,DP/DY
CALL INTERW(DPXA,DPYA.HA,DPXB,DPYB,HB,DPX.DPY,H)
C ..... HEIGHT INTERPOLATION ON FAIRED DT/DX,DT/DY
CALL INTERW(DTXA,DTYA,HA,DTXB,DIYB,HB,DIX.DTY,H)












DTZ = (T2 - TI)/5OOO.












































WGH = -CP*(UH*DTX/DX5 + VH*DTY/DY5)/(G + CP*DTZ * UH+DUH + VH*DVH)SCIM 224
C GO TO RANDOM PERTURBATIONS SECTION
GO TO 800
C .... THE FOLLOWING SECTION IS FOR ZONAl MEAN OR MIXED ZONAL MEAN 4D
C HEIGHTS
C UPPER HEIGHT INDEX
200 IHGB = 5*(INT(H)/5) + 5
C UPPER HEIGHT
HGB = IHGB*I.













IHSB = 5*(INT(H)/5) + 5
IF (IHSB .GT. 90)IHSB = gO
C UPPER STATIONARY PERTURBATION HEIGHT-
230 HSB = IHSB*I.
C ..... STATIONARY PERTURBATIONS AT UPPER IIEIGIII
CALL PDTUV(PSP,DSP,TSP.USP.VSP,PHI.THET.IHSB,PSB,DSB,TSB,
$ DPXSB,DPYSB. DTXSB.DTYSB,USB,VSB)
C LOWER HEIGHT INDEX
IHGA = IHGB - 5
C LOWER HEIGHT INDEX
HGA : IHGA*I.
C .... ZONAL MEAN AT LOWER HEIGHT
CALL GTERP(IHGA,PHI,PGA,DGA,TGA,PG,DG,TG,DPYGA,DTYGA,UGA,UG)
IHSA:IHSB - 5
C LOWER STATIONARY PERTURBATION HEIGHT
250 HSA = IHSA*I.









C FOR MIXED ZONAL MEAN - 4D SECTION
IF(H.LT.30.O) GO TO 300
C .... ZONAL MEAN VALUES HEIGHT INTERPOLATIONS
CALL INTER2(PGA,DGA,TGA,HGA,PGB,DGB,TGB,HGB,PGH,DGH,TGH,H)




C.. HEIGHT INTERPOLATION OF ZONAL MEAN DP/DY AND DT/DY
CALL INTERW(DPYGA.DTYGA,HGA,DPYGR,DTYGB.HGB,DPYG,
$ DTYG,H)
C .... HEIGHT INTERPOLATION OF STATIONARY PERTURBATION DP/DX AND DP/DY
CALL INTERW(DPXSA,DPYSA,HSA,DPXSB.DPYSB.HSB.DPXS,DPYS,H)
C .... HEIGHT INTERPOLATION OF STATIONARY PERTURBATION DT/DX AND DT/DY
CALL INTERW(DTXSA,DTYSA,HSA,DTXSB.DTYSB.HSB,DTXS.DTYS,H)
C .... UNPERTURBED (MONTHLY MEAN) VALUES FOR OUTPUT
TGH = TGH * (I. + TSH)
PGH : PGH * (I. + PSN)
DGH : DGH * (I. + DSH)
C TOTAL DT/DX
DTX : DTXS * TGII
C TOTAL DT/DY
DTY : TGH*DTYS + DTYG'(I. + TSH + DTYS)
C TOTAL DP/DX
DPX : DPXS * PGH
C TOTAL DP/DY
DPY : PGH*DPYS • DPYG*(I. • PSH + DPYS)
C ..... UNPERTURBED VALUES PLUS QBO PERTURBATIONS














































































































OH = DGH * (I. + DO)
TH = (I. + TO) * TGH
CALL WIND




DTZ = (TGB*(I._TSB) - TGA*(1.÷TSA))/5OO0.
C ..... VERTICAL MEAN WIND
WGH=~CP*(UGH*DTX/DX5+VGH*DTY/DYS)/(G+CP*DTZ+VGH*DUH+VGH*DVH)
C GO TO RANDOM PERTURBATIONS SECTION
GO TO 800
C .... THE FOLLOWING IS THE MIXED ZONAL MEAN 4D SECTION
C ..... GENERATE GRID OF 4D PROFILES IF PREVIOUS HEIGHT GE 30
300 IF (LOOK .EQ. 1)CALL GEN4D
IHCK = 24
DO 310 KND =' 1,3
IKND = IHCK + KND
IF (IKND.GT.2G)IKND=26
DO 310 IND = 1,4




C ..... LAT-LDN INTERPOLATION OF 4D DATA AT 25 KM
CALL INTER4( PI41,THET,25, P4D,D4D,T4D,P4A,D4A,T4A,
$ DPX4.DPY4,DTX4,DTY4)
C .... ZONAL MEAN PLUS STATIONARY PERTURBATIONS
PB = PGB*(I. + PSB)
C P.D.T
DB = DGB+(1. + DSB)
TB = TGB*(1. + TSB)
DPXB = PGB*DPXSB
DPYB = PGB*DPYSB + OPYGB*(I. + PSB + DPYSB)
DTXB = TGB*DTXSB
DTYB = TGB*DTYSB + DrYGB*(I. ÷ TSB + DTYSB)
C .... HEIGHT INTERPOLATION BETWEEN 4D AT 25 AND ZONAL MEAN AT UPPER
C HEIGHT DP/DX AND DP/DY
CALL INTERW(DPX4.OPY4.25.,DPXB.DPYB,HSB,DPX.DPY,H)
C .... HEIGHT INTERPOLATION BETWEEN 4D AT 2B AND ZONAL MEAN AT UPPER
C HEIGHT P.D,T
CALL INTER2(P4A,D4A,T4A,25. ,PB,DB,TB,HGB,PGH,DGH,TGH,H)
C .... HEIGHT INTERPOLATION BETWEEN 4D AT 25 AND ZONAL MEAN AT UPPER
C HEIGHT DT/DX AND DT/DY
CALL INTERW(DTX4,DTY4,25.,DTXB,DTYB.HSB,DTX.DTY,H)
IF (IOPO.EQ.2) GO TO 350
C QUASI BIENNIAl_ PERTURBAIIONS
CALL QBOGEN
































































DTZ : (TB - T4A)/(IOOO.*(HGB - 25. ))
C ..... VERTICAL MEAN WIND
WGH=-CP*(UGIt*D1X/DXB+VGH*DTY/DY5)/(G+CP*DTZ+UGH*DUH+VGH*DVH)
C GO TO RANDOM PERTURBATIONS SECTION









500 IF (H.GE.O.O) GO TO 510
IF (H.LT.-O.015) GO TO 505
C IF -15 METER LE H LT 0 , H IS SET TO 0
H = O.
GO TO 510
C NO MORE COMPUTATIONS TO BE MADE IF HEIGHT LT -5 M
505 NMORE = 0
RETURN
C ..... GENERATE GRID OF 4D PROFILES IF PREVIOUS HEIGHT GE 30
510 IF (LOOK .EQ. 1)CALL GEN4D
C LOWER HEIGHT INDEX
]HA=INT(H)





IKND = IHCK + KND
IF (IKND.LT.1)IKND = 1
IF (IKND.GT.26)IKND = 26
DO 511 IND=I,4




C UPPER HEIGIIT INDEX
IHB = IHA + I





513 EtB = IHB*I.
C ..... LAT-LON INTERPOLATION OF 4D VALUES AT UPPER HEIGHT




























































C ..... LOOP TO FIND LOWEST VALID HEIGHT
HB=HB+I.
GO TO 5i5






C ..... LAT-LON INTERPOLATION OF 4D VALUES AT LOWER HEIGHT




56Q IF(TA*TB.LE.O.O) GO TO 570
TZ = (TA-TB) / ALOG(TA/TB)
GO TO 575
570 TZ=TA
C ...COMPUTES HEIGHT OF SURFACE
575 HA : HB
IF(PB+PA.LE.O.O)GO TO 576
HA = HB + 0.28705*TZ*ALOG(PB/PA)/G








C ..... HEIGH[ INTERPOLATION OF P,D,T
60(3 CALL INTER2(PA,DA,TA,HA,PB,DB,TB,HB,PGH,DGH,TGH,H)
C ..... HEIGHT INTERPOLATION OF DP/DX AND DP/DY
CALL INTERW(DPX4A,DPY4A,HA,DPX4B,DPY4B,HB,DPX,DPY,H)
C ..... HEIGHT INTERPOLATION OF DT/DX AND DT/DY
CALL INTERW(DTX4A,DTY4A,HA,DTX4B,DTY4B,HB,DTX,DTY,H)




IF(PH*DH*TH.LE.O.) GO TO 8OO
CALL WIND




DTZ = (TB - TA)/(IOOO.*(HB - HA))
C .... VERTICAL MEAN WIND
WGH = -CP*(UGH*DTX/DX5 + VGH*DTY/DY5)/(G+CP*OTZ+UH*DUH+VH*DVH)
C QBD=O IF H LT 10
IF (H.LT.IO.) GO TO BOO
IF (IOPQ.EQ.2) GO TO 650






































































ADDS OBO WIND PERTURBATIONS TO U,V
UH=UGH+UQ
VH=VGH+VQ
.THE FOLLOWING IS THE RANDOM PERTURBATIONS SECTION











DO 507 I = 1,26




DO 506 I = 1,26






IF (IOPR.GT. t) GO TO 830
C ..... INTERPOLATES RANDOM WIND MAGNITUDES rO HEIGHT H,
CALL INTRUV(UR.VR,H,PHI,SUH.SVI4)













C ..... IF H LE 20 USE 4D DATA RANDOM P.D.T SIGMAS
IF(H.LE.20.)GOTO 810





















































































































C ..... LAT-LON INIERPOLATION ON P,D,T SIGMAS AT LOWER HEIGHT
810 CALL INTER4( PHI.THET.IHA, SP4.SD4.ST4.PA,DA,TA,
$ DPX.DPY,DTX,DTY)
C ..... LAT-LON INTERP0t.ATION ON P,D,T SIGMAS AT UPPER 14EIGHT
CALL INTER4( PHI.THET,IHB, SP4,SD4,ST4,PB,DB.TB.
$ DPX,DPY,DTX.DTY)
C ..... }1EIGHT INTERPOLATION OF SIGMAS
CALL INTERZ(PA.DA,TA, HA,PB.DB,TB, HB,SPH,SDH,STH,H)
IF(PH.LE.O.O.OR.DH.LE.O,O.OR.TH.LE.O.O)G0 TO 825
IF(H.LE.20, )GOTO 820
FH = 1. 0.2*(25. H)
SPH = FH*SPHG * (1. FH)*SPH
SDH = FEI*SDHG + (1. FH)*SDH
STH _ FH*STHG * (1. Ft4)*STH
C ..... HEIGHT DISPLACEMENT BETWEEN PREVIOUS AND CURRENT POSITION










C .... COMPUrES HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT DX BETWEEN PREVIOUS AND CURRENT
C POSITION, HORIZONTAL SCALE HL, AND VERTICAL SCALE VL
C... COMPUTES PERTURBATION VALUES PRH,DRH,TRH,URH,VRH AND WRH
CALL PERTRB
C ADDS RANDOM PERTURBATIONS TO PH.DH,TH
PH = PH*(i. + PRH)
OH = DH*(1. + DRH)
TH = TH*(1. + TRH)




C .... SETS PREVIOUS RANDOM PERTURBATION IN P,D,T TO CURRENT







C, . . SETS PREVIOUS MAGNITUDES TO CURRENT VALUES, FOR NEXT CYCLE
SP I S = SPHS




























































C ..... SETS PREVIOUS WIND PERTURBATION VALUES TO CURRENT VALUES,






C ..... SETS PREVIOUS WIND PERTURBATION MAGNI'TUDFS TO CURRENT VALUES,






C ..... SETS PREVIOUS HEIGHT TO CURRENT HEIGIIT, FOR NEXT CYCLE
830 Etl = H
C ..... SETS PREVIOUS LATITUDE TO CURRENT LATITUDE, FOR NEXT CYCLE
PHIIR=PHIR
C ..... SETS PREVIOUS LONGITUDE TO CURRENT LONGITUDE, FOR NEXT CYCLE
THETIR=THETR
C SETS NMORE TO COMPUTE MORE DATA ON NEXT CYCLE
840 NMORE = 1
C ..... NO MORE DATA IF P, D, OR T LEO O
]F(PHtDH*TH.LE.O.) RETURN
CALL STDATM(H,TS,PS.DS)












































































































































SPttS = IOO *SPHS
SDttS= IOO *SDHS
STHS _ _00 *STHS
SPHL : 100 *SPHL
SDHL = IOO *SDHL
STHL = 1OO *STHL
CONVERTS WIND SHEAR TO M/S/KM
DUH = DUH * 1OOO.






































































23F5. f,2FS.0, ' SP'/fO2X,3FS. f,2FS.0, ' QBO'/IO2X,3F5. 1,2F5.0, ' MAG'/SCIM 653
3 IO2X,3FS. 1,2F5.O,' RANS'/102X,3F5. 1,2F5.O, ' SIGS'/

























COMMON /POINT/ IPT(16.S).LL(16).DXY(IG.2) SELE 8
COMMON /ORDER/ IPTN(IG,5),IREAD(65,3) SELE 9
C SELE 10
DIMENSION IC(4),IL(2),JL(2),LIML(51),LIMU(51) SELE 11
C SELE 12
DATA LIML/15,14,13,12, 11, lO,9,8,7,G,5,4,3,2,23*l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,SELE 13
110,11,12,13,14,15/ SELE 14
DATA LIMU/33.34.35,36.37,38,39,40,41.42.43.44,45,46.23*47,4G,45, SEt_E 15
144,43,42,41,40,39,38,37.3G,35,34,33/ SELE 16
DATA PI/3.14159/ SEI.E 17
C SELE 18




DO 1 I:1,16 SELE 23
DO I J=1,5 SELE 24
1 IPT(I,J)=O SELE 25
C SELE 26
C MAJOR LOOP FOR POINTS SELE 27
C SELE 28




IF(LO.LT.O) LO = LO ÷ 3600 SELE 33
LL(II)=LA*IOOOO+LO SELE 34
IF (XL(II).LT.O.) LL(II)=-LL(II) SELE 35
C SELE 36
IF (XL(II)-15.1) 15,30,30 SELE 37
15 IF (XL(II)) 50,40,40 SELE 38
C SELE 39
C NMC GRID SELE 40
C SELE 41
30 IPT(II,5)=2 SELE 42
YEL = YL(II) SELE 43
IF(YEL.LT.O.)YEL = YEL + 360. SELE 44











IF (XL(II).GT. 17.18) GO TO 31 SELE 5G
IF ((J.LT.I).OR.(J.GT.51)) GO TO 70 SELE 57
IF ((I.LT.LIML(J)),OR,(I.GT.LIMU(J))) GO TO 70 SELE 58
31 IC(1)=I*lO004J SELE 59





IF (XL(II).GT.17.18) GO TO 34
IF (((I.GT.(LIMU(U)-l)).AND.(.(J.GE.15).AND.(J.LE.37)))
I .OR.(J.GT.50)) GO TO 70
IF ((I+I.GT.LIMU(d+I)).OR.(I.LT.LIML(J+I))) GO TO 80























OLON = ABS(YL(II) - 5.*JL(KP))
IF (DLON .GT. 180.) DLON = ABS(360. - DLON)















IF(L2.LT.O)L2 = L2 + 360























































































































DLON = ABS(YL(II) - 5.÷JL(K2))
IF(DLON .GT. 180.) DLON = ABS(360. OLON)
IF ((ABS(XL(II)-5.*IL(KI)).GT.O. t).OR.(DLON.GT.O.I))GOTO 52
IF (JL(K2).EQ.72) dL(K2)=O
IPT(]I, 1)=JL(K2)*lT-IL(K1)+l





























IF (L.GE 355) IPT(II,i)=4
IF (J.LT I) d=i
IF (J.GT 51) d=51
IF (I.LT LIML(J)) I=LIML(J}
IF (I.GT LIMU(J)} I=LIMU(d}
IC(I)=I*IOOO4J


















































































IF (I.EQ.LIML(J)) GO TO 84














































































































































































& 10.94, 10.75, 10.85, 11 .76, 11 .B6, 12.06/
DO 1 I = 1,29
I WR(1) = XWR(I)
XMdD = O.
IF (MN.GT. 12) GO TO 2
IDA = IDAY(MN) + IOD
DD = IDA
IF (MOD(IYR,4).EQ.O.AND.MN.GT.2) IDA = IDA "_ I
XMdD = 2439856. ÷ 365. * (IYR - 68.) * IDA + INT((IYR - 65.)
$14.)
C ..... SECOND DATA LINE READS, FREE FIELD, THE FOLLOWING DATA:
C .... IUS = UNIT NUMBER FOR SCIDAT DATA
C IU4 -- UNIT FOR 4-D INPUT P,D,T O-25KM DATA
C IOPR = RANDOM OUTPUT OPTION
C ..... IOPR=I RANDOM OUTPUT IOPR=2 NO RANDOM OUTPUT
C IOPQ = QBO OUTPUT OPTION
C ..... IOPQ=I QBO OUTPUT IOPQ=2 NO QBO OUTPUT
C NRI = STARTING RANDOM NUMBER















































































































C ..... IOTEM2=UNIT FOR NMC GRID POINTS (SCRATCH FILE, DOES NOT NEED TO
C BE ASSIGNED)
C IPRT = 0 FOR 4-D DIAGNOSTIC OUTPUT, = I FOR NONE
C NLIMIT : MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TEST VIOLATIONS ALLOWED IN 4D






IF (IOPR.LT.I.0R.IOPR.GT.2) GO TO GGG
IF (IOPO.LT.I.0R.IOPQ.GT.2) GO TO 666
MONTH=MN
RPSCALE = 1.0
















IF(NRI .LE. 0 .OR. NRI .GE. 30000)STOP 'FIRST RANDOM NUMBER OUT OFSETU 65
$ RANGE'
IXX = NRI
IY : 172 * MOD(IXX, 17B) - 35 * (IXX / 17B)
IZ = 170 * MOD(IXX, 178) G3 * (IXX / 178)
IF (IY .LT. O) IY = IY + 30307
IF (IZ .LT. O) IZ = IZ + 30323
R = RANDOM(L)
IF(L .EO. I)STOP 'BAD CALL TO RANDOM ON FIRST TRY'
C ..... THIRD DATA LINE READS FREE FIELD, THE FOLLOWING DATA
C EACH FOR LARGE SCALE (L) AND SMALL SCALE (S) COMPONENTS
C RPIL,RPIS = INITIAL RANDOM PRESSURE PERTURBATION, PERCENT
C RDIL,RDIS = INITIAL RANDOM DENSITY PERTURBATION, PERCENT
C RTIL,RTIS = INITIAL RANDOM TEMPERATURE PERTURBATION, PERCENT
C RUIL,RUIS = INITIAL EASTWARD WIND PERTURBATION, W/S
C RVIL,RVtS = INITIAL NORTHWARD WIND PERTURBATION, W/S
C RPSCALE = RANDOM PERTURBATION SCALE, NOMINAL=I.O










C AVOIDS FILE SEARCH IF CURRENT MONTH IS SAME AS PREVIOUS MONTH
IF(NSAME.GT.O) GO TO 621
7 IF (NSAME.EQ.i) GO TO 621
CALL GETNMC
C ..... LOADS NMC GRID DATA FROM INPUT UNIT TO SCRATCHFILE UNIT IOTEM2
IF(MONTH .LT. I .OR. MONTH .GT. 12)GOTO GGG
13 DO 1OO I=1,252
CALL RTRANI
C .... READS ZONAL PRESSURE DATA
IF(IC .NE. 'ZP')GOTO 666
















































C .... READS ZONAL DENSITY DATA
IF(IC .NE. 'ZD')GO TO GGG









C .... READS ZONAL MEAN TEMPERATURE DATA
IF(IC .NE. 'ZT')GO TO GGG
IF(MI .NE. MONTH)GOTO 300
250 IH=(IH-15)/5
TENX=IO.**IEX
DO 260 d=l, 19
260 TG(IH,J) = NDATA(J)*TENX




C... READS ZONAL AVG. ZONAL WIND DATA
IF(IC .NE. 'ZU')GO TO GG6





C... CONVERSION TO REAL AND STORAGE IH ARRAY COMPLETE
305 CONTINUE













































READS STATIONARY PERTURBATION DATA FOR PRESSURE (TO BE STORED IN SETU 144
PSP ARRAY)
IF(IC .NE. 'SP')GO TO GG6


























IF (IC .NE. 'SO')GO TO GGG
IF (MI .EO. MONTH)GOTO 362
GO TO 365
362 ISH : (IH-15)/5
K = (NDATA(1)+tO0)/tO
DO 364 L=I, 18
364 DSP(ISH,K,L)=NDATA(L+I)/IO00.


















READS STATIONARY PERTURBATION DATA FOR TEMPERATURE(TO BE STORED INSETU 170
TSP ARRAY)
_F (IC .NE. 'ST')GO TO G66
IF (MI .EQ. MONTH)GOTO 3G7
GO TO 370






















READS STATIONARY PERTURBATION DATA FOR ZONAL WIND(TO BE STORED IN SETU 183
USP ARRAY)
IF (IC .NE. 'SU')GO TO 666
IF (MI .EO. MONTH)GOTO 372
GO TO 375








C .... READS STATIONARY PERTURBATION DATA FOR MERIDIONAL WIND(TO BE
C STORED IN VSP ARRAY)
IF (IC .NE. 'SM')GO TO GGG
IF (MI .EQ. MONTH)GOTD 377
GO TO 380




C .... CONVERSION TO REAL AND STORAGE IN ARRAY COMPLETE
380 CONTINUE








































C .... READS RANDOM PERTURBATIONS IN PRESSURE
CALL RTRANI
IF(IC .NE. 'RP')GO TO 666
IF(MI .EQ. MONTH)GO TO 410
GO TO 430






C .... READS RANDOM PERTURBATIONS IN DENSITY
CALL RTRAN!
IF(IC .NE. 'RD')GO TO GGG
IF(MI .EQ. MONTH)GO TO 435
GO TO 445






C .... READS RANDOM PERTURBATIONS IN TEMPERATURE
CALL RTRANI
IF(IC .NE. 'RT')GO TO GG6
IF(MI .EO. MONTH)GO TO 450
GO TO 460






C .... READS RANDOM PERTURBATIONS IN ZONAL WIND
CALL RTRANI
IF(IC .NE. 'RU')GO 30 666
IF(MI .EQ. MONTH)GO TO 465
GO TO 475






C .... READS RANDOM PERTURBATIONS IN MERIDIONAI WIND
CALL RTRANI
IF(IC .NE. 'RV')GO TO G66















































































































480 IHR = (IH+5)/5
IF(IH .GT. 120)IHR=I9+IH/20
DO 485 K=t, 19
485 VR(IHR,K)=(NDATA(K)*RPSCA[.E/IO.O)**2
490 CONTINUE
C .... RANDDM SIGMAS ARE ZEROED IF IOPR=2
IF(IOPR .EQ. I)GO TO 500
DO 495 I=1,29

















































































































































IF (IC.NE.'QP') GO TO 666
IH : (IH-5)/5
DO 530 d=1,5
C ..... CONVERT FROM INTEGER PER MIL - OBD PRESSURE AMPLITUDE
PAQ(IH,J) = IX(2*d-1)/1000.
C ..... QBO PRESSURE PHASE (DAYS PAST dAN O, 1966)
530 PDQ(IH,J) = IX(2*d)*1.






537 IF (IC.NE.'QD') GO TO 666
IH:(IH-5)/5
DO 540 J=I,5















































































































C ..... OBO DENSITY PHASE (DAYS PAST dAN O, 19GG)
540 DDQ(IH,J)=IX(2*J)_I.






547 IF (IC.NE.'QT') GO TO GGG
IH = (IH- 5)/5
DO 550 d=1.5
c ..... CONVERTS FROM INTEGER PER MIL - OBO TEMPERATURE AMPLITUDE
TAQ(IH,J) : IX(2*J-I)/IO00.
C ..... QBO TEMPERATURE PHASE
550 TDQ(IH,J) : IX(2*J)*I.






557 IF (IC.NE.'QU') GO TO 666
IH=(IH- 5)/5
DO 5GO d=1,5
C ..... EASTWARD WIND OBO AMPLITUDE - CONVERTED TO M/S
UAO(IH,J) = IX(2 * J - I) / 10.
C ..... EASTWARD WIND QBO PHASE (DAYS PAST JAN O, 1966)
560 UDQ(IH,d)=IX(2_J)*I.






567 IF (IC.NE.'QV') GO TO GGG
IH=(IH- 5)15
DO 570 d=l,5
C ..... NORTHWARD WIND QBO AMPLITUDE - CONVERTED TO MIs
VAQ(IH,J) = IX(2 * d - I) / I0.
C ..... NORTHWARD WIND QBO PHASE (DAYS PAST JAN 0,1966)
570 VDO(IH,J):IX(2*d)*I.
O0 571 I = 1,5
VAQ(I,I) = O,
57i CALL PHASE(VDQ(2,1),I5.,VDQ(3,1),20.,VDQ(I,I),IO.)
IF(IOPQ ,EQ. I)GOTO 611
C .... ZEROS QBO PARAMETERS IF IOPO=2





















































































IF(HI.LT.25.) R=25. SETU 437
CALL RTERP(R .PHII,PR,DR.IR.SPI.SDI.STI) SETU 438
CALL INTR25(PLP,DLP,Hi.PHIi,PLP1,DLPi) SETU 439
CALL INTR25(TLP.DLP,HI.PEIII,TLPI,R) SETU 4,10
CALL INTRW(WR.HI,SWl) SETU 441
SPIL=SQRT(PLPI,ABS(SPI)),IO0. SETU 442





CALL INTRUV(UR.VR.HI,PHII,SUI,SVl) SETU 448





CALL INTR25(UDL,VDL,HI,PHII,UDLI.VDLI) SETU 454












































630 FORMAT(27X.'UNPERTURBED (MONTHLY MEAN)',IIX.'MEAN PLUS PERTURBATIOSETU 490
INS',9X,'THERMAL',/,23X,2(34('-'),2X),3X,'WIND',GX,'PERTURBATION VASETU 491
2LUES'./. ' HEIGHT LAT WEST PRES. DENS. TEMP MEAN SETU 492
3 PRES. DENS, TEMP .TOTAL SHEAR',/.2X,'(KM)'.IIX,'LOSETU 493
4N' .4X, '(NT/ (KG/ (DEG WIND (M/S) (NT/ (KG/ (DEG SETU 494
5WIND (M/S) (M/S/KM) ',28('-'),/,' TIME (DEG) (DEG)',2(' M**SETU 495
62) M**3) KEL- ', 10('-')),2X,8('-'),' P D T U V SETU 496
7 SIGW'/' (SEC)',35X,'VIN) E-W N-S',2OX,'VIN) E-W N-S E-W SETU 497
8 N-S (%) (%) (%) M/S M/S M/S'/45X,2(5X, 'VERT.',26X)) SETU 498
9000 FORMAT(' SCIDAT INPUT UNIT = ',I2,T43,'4-D INPUT UNIT = '.I2,/ SETU 499
& RANDOM OPTION = ',I2.T43.'QBO OPTION = ",I2,/, SETU 500
& FIRST RANDOM NUMBER = ',I5,/, SETU 501
& 4-D P,D,T DATA SCRATCH UNIT = ',I2,T43, SETU 502
& 'NMC GRID POINTS SCRATCH UNIT = ',I2,T83.'JULIAN DATE = '. SETU 503
5F9. 1,/) SETU 504
9001 FORMAT(" INITIAL P,D,T = '.3(F6.2, ' % '),TGO.'SIGMA P,D.T = ', SETU 505
13(F6.2,' % ')./,' INITIAL U.V = ',2(F7.2,' M/S ').T60.'SIGMA SETU 506
2U,V = ',2(F7.2,' M/S '), 7X,AS, iX,'SCALE'/) SETU 507
9003 FORMAT(//' ** PERCENT DEVIATIONS FROM 1976 US STANDARD ' SETU 508
I ,'ATMOSPHERE APPEAR BELOW PRESSURE, DENSIIY AND TEMPERATURE '. SETU 509
2 "VALUES **'//) SETU 510
9002 FORMAT(' INITIAL UDL.VDL = ',2(F6.2,' % '), SETU 511
IT60, 'INITIAL UDS,VDS = ' ,2(F6.2,' % ')) SETU 512
9870 FORMAT(/' RANDOM PERTURBATION SCALING FACTOR = '.F7.3,T60, SETU 513
& '4-D DIAGNOSTICS PRINT OPTION = ',I2./, SETU 514
& MAX, NUMBER OF 4-D TEST VIOLATIONS = ",I4) SETU 515
END SETU 516
SUBROUTINE SLV ( DEN , ALT XLAT , DAY ) SLV 1
SLV 2
C** 'SLV' COMPUTES THE SEASONAL-LATITUDINAL VARIATION OF DENSITY IN THE*SLY 4
C** LOWER THERMOSPHERE IN ACCORDANCE WITH L. JACCHIA, SAO 332, 1971. **SLV 5
C** THIS AFFECTS THE DENSITIES BETWEEN 90 AND 170 KM. 'SLV' NEED NOT **SLV 6
C** CALLED FOR DENSITIES ABOVE 170 KM. BECAUSE NO EFFECT IS OBSERVED. **SLV 7
C** **SLV 8
C *+ THE VARIATION SHOULD BE COMPUTED AFTER THE CALCULATION OF DENSITY **SLV 9
C** DUE TO TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS AND THE DENSITY(DEN) MUST BE IN THE **SLY 10
C** FORM OF A BASE I0 LOG, NO ADJUSTMENIS ARE MADE TO THE TEMPERATURE**SLV 11
C** OR CONSTITUENT NUMBER DENSITIES IN THE REGION AFFECTED BY THIS **SLV 12
C** VARIATION. **SLV 13
C** **SLV 14
C** DEN = DENSITY (LOGIO) **SLV 15
C** ALT = ALTITUDE (KM) **SLV 16
C** XLAT = LATITUDE (RAD) **SLV 17








C** CHECK IF ALTIIUDE EXCEEDS 170 KM
C
IF ( ALT. GT. 170. ) RETURN
C
C** COMPUTE DENSITY CHANGE IN LOWER THERMOSPHERE
C
Z = ALT - 90.
X = -0.0013 * Z * Z
Y = 0.0i72 * DAY + 1.72
P = SIN (Y)
SP = ( SIN (XLAT)) **2
S = 0.014 * Z * EXP (X)
D = S * P * SP
C
C** CHECK TO COMPUTE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF 'XLAT'
C
































C** 'SLVH' COMPUTES THE SEASONAL-LATITUDINAL VARAITION OF THE HELIUM **SLVH
C** NUMBER DENSITY ACCORDING TO L. dACCI4IA, SAO 332, 1971. THIS **SLVH
C** CORRECTION IS NOT IMPORTANT BELOW ABOUT 500 KM. **SLVH
C** **SLVH
C** DEN = DENSITY (LOGIO) **SLVH
C** DENHE = HELIUM NUMBER DENSITY (LOGIO) **SLVH
C** XLAT = LATITUDE (RAD) **SLVH







































DO = 10. ** DENHE
A = ABS ( 0.65 * ( SDA / 0.40909079 ) )
B = 0.5 * XLAT
C
C** CHECK TO COMPUTE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF 'B'
C
IF ( SDA. Lf. O. ) B = -B
C
C** COMPUTE X, Y, DHE AND DENHE
C
X = 0.7854 - B
Y = ( SIN (X)) ** 3
















DENHE = DENHE + DHE
C
C** COMPUTE HELIUM NUMBER DENSITY CHANGE
C
DI 10. ** DENHE
DEL= DI - DO
RHO = 10. ** DEN
DRHO = ( G.G4GE-24 ) * DEL
RHO : RHO + DRHO




SORTS POINTS FOR SEQUENTIAL FILE READING
ASSIGNS POINT NUMBERS BY ORDER ON FILE, NOT BY GRID


































LT. 1) GO TO IO
EQ. 1) GO TO 9
EQ.2) GO TO 2
EQ.3) GO TO 4
EQ. 1133)G0 TO 6
EQ.2211) GO TO 7
EQ.2212)G0 TO B
.EQ.333) GO TO 4
.1) GO TO 3
,d)+288


























































































































I0 IR=O SORT 45
DO 13 K=I,NP SORT 4G
DO 13 L=I,4 SORT 47
MP=IPT(K,L) SORT 48
IF(MP.LT. 1) GO TO 13 SORT 49
11 II=K SORT 50
jj=L SORT 51
DO 12 I=I,NP SORT 52
DO 12 J=I,4 SORT 53
IF (IPT(I,J).LT. I) GO TO 12 SORT 54
IF(IPT(I,J).GT.3490) GO TO 12 SORT 55




12 CONTINUE SORT GO







IF(MP.GT.3490) GO TO 13 SORT 68
GO TO 11 SORT G9
13 CONTINUE SORT 70
14 RETURN SORT 71
END SORT 72
SUBROUTINE STDATM(Z,T,P,D) STDA I
DIMENSION ZS(49),TMS(49),WMS(49),PS(49) STDA 2
DATA (ZS(I),I:1,49)/0., 11.019, 20.0G3, 32.162, 47.35, STDA 3
& 51.413,71.802,8G.,gl.,94.,97.,lOO.,lO3.,10G.,108.,110., STDA 4
& 112..115. ,120. , 125.,130., 135., 140. ,145., 150. , 155.,1G0-, IGS. , STDA 5
& 170., 180., 190., 2t0., 230., 2G5., 300., 350., 400., 450., STDA G
& 500.,550.,G00. ,650.,700.,750. ,800.,850. ,900. ,950.,1000./ STDA 7
DATA (TMS(I),I=i,49)/288.15,216.GS,21G-G5,228.65, 270.GS,270.GS, STDA 8
& 214.G5, 18G.95, 1_G.87, 187.74, 190.40, 195.08,202.23,212.89,223.29, STDA 9
& 240.O,2G4.0,300.OO,3GO.OO,417.23,4G9.27,51G.59,559.G3,598.78, STDA 10
& 634.39, GG6.80, GgG _9, 723.13, 747.57, 790.07, 825.31, STOA tl
& 878.84, 915.78, 955.20, 976.01, 990.0G, 995.83. 998.22, STDA 12
& 999.24, 999.G7, 999.85, 999.93, 999.97, 999.99, 999.99, STDA 13
& 10C,0. , 1000., 1000. , 1000./ STOA 14
DATA (WMS(I),I=l,d9)/28.9G44,28.9644,28.gG44,28.9644. 28.9G44, STDA 15
& 28.9644,28.9G44,28.9522,28.889,28-?83,28.G20,28-395,28. 104, STDA IG
& 27.765,27.521,27.268,27.020,26.GSO.26.205.25.BO3,25-43G,25.087, STDA 17
& 24.749, 24.422, 24.103, 23.792, 23.488, 23.t92, 22.902, STDA 18
& 22.342, 2t.809, 20.825, 19.952, 18.688, 17.72G, 16.735, STDA 19
& 15.984, 15.247, 14.330, 13.092, 11.505, 9.718, ?.998, STDA 20
& 6.579, 5.543, 4.849, 4.404, 4.122, 3.940/ STDA 21
DATA (PS(I),I=1,49)/1013.25, 226.32, 54.7487, 8.G80i4, 1.i0905, STDA 22














0096E-5, 2.5382E-5, 1.7354E-5, 1.25054E-5, 9.3568E-6o
2028E-6, 5.6691E-6, 4.5422E-6, 3.6930E-G, 3.0395E-6,
5278E-G, 2.1210E-6, t.5271E-6, 1.1266E-6, 6.475GE-7,
927GE-7, 1.7874E-7, 8.7704E-8, 3.4498E-8, 1.4518E-8,
4468E-9, 3.023GE-9, 1.5137E-9, 8.2t30E-10, 4.8865E-IO,
1908E-10, 2.2599E-10, 1.7036E-10, 1.3415E-10, 1.0873E-10.
9816E-11, 7.5138E-11/
IF Z.LT.O. ) GO TO 81
R0=6356.76G





IF(Z.GE.86. ) GO TO 6
DO 3 I=1,7
IF(ZS(I).LE.Z.AND.Z.LT.ZS(I+I)) GO TO 5
3 CONTINUE
5 ZL=RO*ZS( I )/(RO+ZS( I ) )






G=(I'MS(I_-I )-TMS(I ) )/(ZU-ZL)
GM=G* .OO1






6 DO 7 I=8,48
IF(ZS(I).LE.Z.AND.Z.LT.ZS(I+I)) GO TO 8
7 CONTINUE
I=48












T = 263. 1905 - 76.3232"$0R1( 1. ((Z-91.)/19.9429)*'2)
GOTO 39
XI = (Z-120.)*(RO 4- 120.)/(R0 4- Z)














































































































39 d = I










ALPA = ALPO*(Z-Z1)*(Z-Z2)/((ZO-ZI)*(ZO-Z2)) + ALPI*(Z-ZO)












ALPB = ALPO*(Z-Z1)*(Z-Z2)/((ZO-Z1)_(ZO-Z2)) + ALPI*(Z-ZO)
& *(Z-Z2)/((ZI-ZO)*(ZI-Z2)) + ALP2*(Z-ZO)*(Z-Z1)/
& ((Z2-ZO)*(Z2-ZI))
WMB=WMS(J)*(Z-ZI)*(Z-Z2)/((ZO-Z1)*(ZO-Z2)) _ WMS(J+I)*(Z ZO)
& *(Z-Z2)/((ZI-ZO)*(ZI-Z2)) + WMS(J*2)*(Z-ZO)*(Z-ZI)/
& ((Z2-ZO)*(Z2-Z1))












































C** 'TEMP' CALCULATES THE TEMPERATURE AT ALFIIUDE ALT USING EQUATION *+TEMP
C** (10) FOR ALTITUDES BETWEEN 90 AND 125 KM AND EQUATION (13) **TFMP
C** FOR ALTITUDES GREATER THAN 125 KM , FROM SAO REPORT 313. **TEMP
C** **TEMP
TEMP
PARAMETER (BB = 4.5E-6)
U = ALT - 125.
IF ( U ,GT . O. ) THEN
TEMP = TX4A2*ATAN(TI*U*(I.4BB*(U**2.5))/A2)
ELSE
































C** SUBROUTINE 'TINF' CALCULATES THE EXOSPfIERIC TEMPERATURE ACCORDING **TINF
C** TO L. OACCHIA SAD 313, 1970 **TINF
C** **TINF
C** FIO = SOLAR RADIO NOISE FLUX ( X E-22 WATTS / M2 ) **TINF
C** FIOB= 162-DAY AVERAGE FIO **TINF
C*" GI = GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY INDEX **TINF
C** XLAT= GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE AT PERIGEE ( IN RAD ) **TINF
C** SDA = SOLAR DECLINATION ANGLE ( IN RAD ) **TINF
C** SHA = SOLAR HOUR ANGLE **TINF
C** DY = D / Y ( DAY NUMBER / TROPICAL YEAR ) : I **TINF
C** II = GEOMAGNETIC EQUATION INDEX ( I --GI=KP , 2--GI=AP ) **TINF
C** RE = DIURNAL FACTOR KP, FIOB, AVG **TINF
C** **TINF
C** CONSTANTS -- C = SOLAR ACTIVITY VARIATION **TINF
C** -- BETA ETC = DIURNAL VARIATION **TINF

























PARAMETER (PI = 3.14159265 . TP] = 6.28318531) TINF 24







Cl ARE SOLAR ACTIVITY VARIATION VARIABLES
PARAMETER (CI = 383.0 , C2 = 3.32 , C3 = 1.80)
DI ARE GEOMAGNETIC VARIATION VARIABLES
PARAMETER (DI=28.O,D2=O.O3,D3=l.O,D4:100.O,D5 = -O.OB)
El ARE SEMIANNUAL VARIATION VARIABLES
PARAMETER (EI=2.41,E2=0.349,E3=0.206,E4 =G.2831853)
PARAMETER (E5=3.g5317OB.EG=12.56637OG,E 7=4.3214352)
PARAMETER (E8 = O.1t45 . E9 = 0.5 , E10 = 6.2831853)
PARAMETER (Ell = 5.9742620 , El2 = 2.16)
PARAMETER (BETA=-O.G457718,GAMMA=O.7504916, p=O, 104719B)





C** SOLAR ACTIVITY VARIATION
C




ETA = 0.5 * ABS ( XLAT - SDA )
THETA = 0 5 * ABS ( XLAT + SDA )
































IF ( TAU. GT. PI ) TAU = TAU - TPI TINF 55
IF ( TAU. LT.-PI ) TAU = TAU + lPl TINF 56
TINF 57
AI = ( SIN ( THETA ) )**XM TINF 58
A2 = ( COS ( ETA ) )**XM TINF 59
A3 = ( COS ( TAU / 2. ) )**XNN TINF GO
BI = 1.0 + RE * AI TINF 61
B2 = ( A2 - A1 ) / Bt TINF 62
TV = BI * ( 1. + RE * B2 * A3 ) TINF 63
TL = TC * TV TINF 64
C TINF 65
C** GEOMAGNETIC VARIATION TINF 66
C TINF 67
IF ( II.EQ.I ) THEN TINF 68
TG : DI * GI + D2 * EXP(GI) TINF G9
ELSE TINF 70
TG = D3 * GI + D4 * ( I - EXP ( D5 * GI ) ) TINF 71
END IF TINF 72
C TINF 73
C** SEMIANNUAL VARIATION TINF 74
C TINF 75
G3 = O.5 * ( 1.O + SIN ( E10 * DY + Ell ) ) TINF 76
G3 = G3 ** El2 TINF 77
TAU1 = DY + E8 * ( G3 - E9 ) TINF 78
GI = E2 ÷ E3 * ( SIN ( E4 * TAUI # E5 ) ) TINF 79
G2 = SIN ( E6 * TAUI+ E7 ) TINF 80
TS = El ÷ FIOB * GI * G2 TINF 81
C TINF 82
C** EXOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE TINF 83
C TINF 84




SUBROUTINE TME ( MN . IDA , IYR , IHR , MIN . XLAT , XLNG , TME I
SDA , SHA . DD , DY ) TME 2
TME 3
C** 'TME' PERFORMS THE CALCULATIONS OF THE SOLAR DECLINATION **TME
C** ANGLE AND SOLAR HOUR ANGLE. **TME
C** **TME
C** INPUTS: MN = MONTH **TME
C** IDA = DAY **TME
C** IYR = YEAR **TME
C** IHR = HOUR **TME
C** MIN = MINUTE **TME
C** XLAT= LATITUDE ( INPUT-GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE ) **TME
C**
C**
C** OUTPUTS: SDA = SOLAR DECLINATION ANGLE (RAD)
C** SHA = SOLAR HOUR ANGLE (RAD)
C** DO = DAY NUMBER FROM 1 dAN.
C** DY = DD / TROPICAL YEAR























PARAMETER (YEAR = 365.2422)
PARAMETER (A1 = 99.6909833 , A2 = 36000.76892)
PARAMETER (A3 = 0.00038708 , A4 = 0.250684477)
PARAMETER (B1 = 0.0172028 , 82 = 0.0335 , B3 = t.407)
PARAMETER (PI = 3.14159265 , TPI = 6.28318531)
PARAMETER (PI2 = 1.57079633 , PI32 = 4.71238898)
PARAMETER (PI180 = 0.017453293)
DIMENSION IDAY(12)
DATA IDAY / 31,28,31 ,30,31,30 ,3t,31,30 ,31,30,31 /
XLAT = XLAT / 57.29577951
YR = IYR
IF (MOD(IYR,4) .EQ. O ) THEN





IF ( MN. GT. I ) THEN
DO 20 I = I , MN-I
ID = ID + IDAY(I)
20 CONTINUE
END IF




C** COMPUTE MEAN JULIAN DATE
C
XMJD = 2415020. + 365. * ( YR - 1900. ) _ DD
+ FLOAT ( ( IYR - 1901 ) / 4 )
C




GMT = 60 * XHR + XMIN
FMJD = XMdD - 2435839. + GMT / 1440.
C
C** COMPUTE GREENWICH MEAN POSITION - GP ( IN RAD )
C
Xd = ( XMdD - 2415020_5 ) / ( 36525.0 )
GP = AMOD ( AT + A2 * XJ • A3 * Xd * Xd + A4 * GMT
C
C** COMPUTE RIGHT ASCENSION POINT - RAP ( IN RAD )
C
C** IST CONVERT GEOCENTRIC LONGITUDE TO DEG LONGITUDE -
C
IF ( XLNG .GT. t80. ) XLNG = XLNG - 360.
360. )













































































































RAP = AMOD ( GP + XLNG , 360. )
C
C _* COMPUTE CELESIlAL LONGITUDE - XLS ( IN RAD ) - - ZERO TO 2PI
C
YI = BI * FMJD
Y2 = 0.017202 * ( FMdD - 3. )
XLS = AMOD ( YI + B2 * SIN(Y2) - B3 , TPI )
C
C** COMPUTE SOLAR DECLINATION ANGLE - SDA ( TN RAD )
C
B4 = PI180 * ( 23.4523 - 0.013 * Xd )
SOA = ASIN ( SIN ( XLS ) * SIN ( B4 ) )
C
C** COMPUTE RIGHT ASCENSION OF SUN - RAS ( IN RAD ) - - ZERO TO 2Pl
C
ARG = TAN ( SDA ) / TAN ( B4 )
IF ( ARG .GT. 1.0 ) ARG = I 0
IF ( ARG .LT. -I. ) ARG - -i.O
RAS = ASIN ( ARG )
C
C** PUT RAS IN SAME QHADRANT AS XLS
C
RAS = ABS ( RAS )
TEMP = ABS ( XLS )
IF ( TEMP.LE.PI .AND. TEMP.GT.PI2 ) THEN
RAS = Pl - RAS
ELSE IF ( lEMP.LE.PI32 .AND. TEMP.GT.PI ) THEN
RAS = Pl + RAS
ELSE IF ( TEMP.GT.PI32 ) THEN
RAS = TPI - RAS
END IF
IF ( XLS. L1. O. ) RAS = -RAS
C
C** COMPUTE SOLAR flOUR ANGLE - SHA ( IN RAD )
C
SHA : RAP * PIi80 - RAS
IF ( SHA.GT.PI ) SHA = SHA - IPI




































































































































20 FCORX = FCORY*DX5/DY5
IF(H GE.90.)GDTO 25





25 VISC = BETA*(T**I.S)/(T+SVAL)






DENOM = CORIOL**2 + VISCFAC*+2
u : (-CORIOL*DPDY - VISCFAC*DPDX)/DENDM
V = (CORIOL*DPDX - VISCFAC*DPDY)/DENDM
DTDX = G*TX/(DX5*T)
DTDY = G*TY/(DY5*T)
DU = (-CORIOL*DTDY - VISCFAC*DTDX)/DENOM












































































































































































The following is a sample listing of the Job Control Language (JCL) code needed to run the







//* THIS RUN STREAM WILL COMPILE THE VS FORTRAN SOURCE PROGRAM
//" WHICH IS MEMBER GRAM90 IN THE CATALOGED PARTITIONED DATA SET
//* CWEO412.ATMOSMDL.FDRT - A VERSION OF THE GRAM.
//,












//* OUTPUT DATA SET. IF USED, IT WILL STORE THE RAW OUTPUT DATA
//* IN THE CHOSEN DATA SET FOR FUTURE PLOTTING/OTHER HANDLING.





//* INPUT DATA SETS(I SCIDAT AND 1 4-D SETS):
//*




//* DSN CWEJ412.GRAMOD9O.DAT4DXX, A SERIES OF DIRECT ACCESS (DA) FILES,
//* INPUTS 4D DATA, WHERE XX IS THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED MONTH.
//* CHANGE THE DSN NAME XX AS DESIRED (OR IN ACCORDANCE WITH AN
//* ALTERNATE DA FILE NAME):
//* JAN,FEB.MAR,APR.MAY.JUN.OUL,AUG.SEP,OCT,NDV,DEC,
//* 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, OG. 07, 08. 09. 10, 11, 12,
//* BUT THE FOLLOWING "GO" NAME MUST BE COMPATIBLE WITH THE "OPEN"





//* THE FOLLOWING UNITS ARE ASSIGNED TO INTERNAL SCRATCH FILES.
//" LRECL OF B52 = 213 (SIZE, I.E. NUMBER OF WORDS. ALLOCATED FOR INPUT










//* LINE 1: INITIAL ALT(KM),INITIAL LAT,INITIAL WEST LON,
//* FIO.7,MEAN FIO.7.AP,MONTH,DAY.YR(2 DIGITS),
//* HR(24 FIR CLOCK),MIN,SEC.LAT INCREMENT,W. LON
//* INCREMENT,ALT INCREMENT.MAX # POSITIONS,TIME
//* INCREMENT,TRAJECTORY OPTION,OUTPUT OPTION(SHOULD
//* EQUAL 7 IF ACTIVATED). MIN GEOSTROPHIC LAT.
//* NOTE: FOR STS SUPPORT:
//* INIT ALT=I22.8 KM (403K FT)
//* ALT INCR=.9 KM (3K FT)
//* MAX # POS=13B (TO SFC)
//* USUALLY IN AN OPERAIIONAL SITUATION, TFIE ONLY
//* DATA ITEMS WHICH NEED TO BE CHANGED ARE THE:
//* FIO.7,MEAN FIO.7.AP,MONTH.DAY,YR,HR, AND MIN.
//* LINE 2: INPUT UNITS FOR DATA FROM SCIDAT (NMC.GROVES/STA PERT,
//* RANDOM,P/PW/CS/CL,QBO,SP),4D.RANDOM OPTION,QBO
//* OPTION.FIRST RANDOM #.4D/P/D/T SCRATCH UNIT,
//* NMC SCRATCH UNIT, AND DIAGNOSTIC OUTPUT SWITCH, IPRT
//* (O ACTIVATES OUTPUT, I DE-ACTIVATES IT). ALSO
//* NLIMIT(MAX NUMBER OF TEST VIOLATIONS IN 4D DATA - 12
//* TO 25).
//* LINE 3: INITIAL PL.PS,DL.DS,TL.TS.UL.US,VL,VS,RANDOM
//* PERT SCALING FACIOR--INCLUDE ONLY IF RANDOM
//* OPTIDN=I(IF 2, RANDOM PERT NOT COMPUTED - SAME
//* FOR QBO OPTION).
//* LINES 4 OR MORE: ONLY REQUIRED IF TRAJECTORY OPTION .NE.
//* ZERO. EACH LINE HAS TIME(SEC),ALT(KM).LAT.W.LON.
//* LAST LINE HAS ANY NEGATIVE ALTITUDE VALUE.
//*
//GO.SYSIN DD *
6OO.O,28.45,80.53, 150., 150., 15. ,9, 1,89.OO.OO,O, O., O. ,20. ,31,O,O,O, 18.,






The following is the sample output, from MSFC's IBM 3090 computer, resulting from the
input submitted through the foregoing JCL listing. As in a similar example listed in Volume I
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The world-wide meteorological data set developed [or the 4-D model by Allied Research
Associates (Spiegler and Fowler, 1972) was originally binary tapes labeled WWlA-WW3A. The
files on these binary tapes were split up by many users into individual monthly binary or ASCII
sequential files stored on their computers. These files, one per month, have now been converted to
ASCII files which can be read by random access (or "'direct access") 1/O operations in the new
G RA M-9().
Within each file are 3,490 records representing the values at individual grid points of lati-
tude and longitude. These points are grouped into three grid areas: 288 points on the Northern
Hemisphere equatorial (EQN) grid: 1,977 points on the Northern Hemisphere (National Meteorolog-
ical Center, NMC) grid: and 1,225 points on the Southern Hemisphere (SH) grid. On the NMC
grid. the data were computed at NMC points and are stored in the order given by' the NMC grid
table given m the SCIDAT9 data file which concludes this volume. For the other two grid areas,
the data are given at 5 ° latitude-longitude intersections westward from the Greenwich Meridian to
5' E. The EQN grid covers the latitudes from 0 ° to 15° N. with points occurring m the following
order: 1-4=hm<, 0, lat 0, 5, 10, 15: 5-8=1on_. 5 ° W., lat. 0, 5, 10, 15: 285-28_=1ono 5 :'
_... , _ ''- _..
E., lat. 0, 5, 10, 15. The SH grid contains all data from 5 ° S. to the South Pole as folloxvs:
1 =South Pole, 2 8= long. 0, lat.-5 to -85; 19-35=1ong. 5° W., lat. -5 to -85; ... 1,209-1.225
= long. 5 ° E., lat. -5 to -85. it should be noted that the South Pole is given only once, as the
first point of the Stt data set.
Each record consists of 1,268 ASCII characters (formatted 208F6.2, 2F4.2, 3F4.0). The
first 208 parameter values contain the thermodynamic data for a latitude-longitude grid point. The
last five variable values are identifiers. The dataa are arranged by altitude level for each parameter:
thus, the first 26 values contain the pressure means from the surface to 25 km and the next 26
values contain the pressure variances tor the same levels. This pattern continues for the 26 levels
of temperature tneans and variances, moisture means and variances, and density means and vari-
ances. Temperatures are in degrees Kelvin (K), pressures are in millibars (mb) (multiplied by 100
for use in GRAM-90, to give Newtons per square meter (N.rn 2)), and densities are in grams per
cubic meter (g-m -_) (divided by 1,000 for use in GRAM-90, to give kilograms per cubic meter
(kg.m -_)). GRAM-90 does not use the moisture means and variances.
Variables 209 and 210 contain the latitude and longitude of the data grid point (in 10ths of
a degree). The latitude is always positive (since the Southern Hemisphere is identified by grid),
and the hmgitude is always west.
The last three values (variables 211-213) contain three identifier parameters. The first of
these is the homogeneous moisture region in which the point lies, the second is the point number,
and the third is the month. It should be noted that the 4-D points are numbered within the grid that
contains them, and not by their location in the file. Thus, the point numbers run from 1-288 (EQN
grid), 1-1,977 (NMC grid), and I-i,225 (SH grid), not from 1-3,490.
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The following JCL and FORTRAN codesequenceis oneexamplewhich hasbeenusedon
MSFC's IBM 3090computerto reconfigurethe 4-D sequentialdatasetsneededby previous
GRAM versionsinto the direct accessdatasetsrequiredby this versionof the GRAM-90. In this
example,conversionis madefrom a sequentialASCII format versionof a single-monthdataset to
the ASCII direct accessformat. It shouldbe notedthat due to severalpreviously identified errors
in the April, June,and October4-D databases,most usersmay haveincorrectversionsof those
months, which must becorrectedor replacedbeforeconversionto enablecorrect functioning.
Correctedcopiesof or correctionsto the databasesmaybe obtainedfrom Mr. Dale Johnson,
ES44,NASA MSFC, Huntsville, AL 35812.
4.2 Code
//CWEO412C JOB (GES55150046G). 'JEFFRIES/5449t36'
// MSGLEVEL=I.MSGCLASS=X,CLASS =A
/-JOBPARM .F=9700,R=412
//'''THE FOLLOWING STEP PREALLOCATES A DIRECT ACCESS DATA SET WHICH IS
//'''LATER INVOKED. LINKED TO A UNIT AND MANIPULATED.
//'''LATEST MOD: 22 MAY 1990
//STEPO EXEC PGM=IEFBR14
//DDI DD DSN=CWEJ412.GRAMODgO.NOATADIO.
//'''NOTE: DSN MUST BE CHANGED FOR EACH NEWLY ALLOCATED DATA SET,
//''' MATCHED WITH THE ENTRY FOR FTO8FOOI BELOW. AND BE CDMPATABLE
//--- WITH THE SOURCE IN FTOTFOOt
// DISP:(NEW.CATLG}.UNIT=SYSOA.
// SPACE=(1269.(3490.O)).
//'''NOTE: SPACE = BLKSIZE (I.E. H BYTES}, H BLKS. # AOONL BLKS.
// DCB=(RECFM-F,LRECL=I269.DSORG=0A)
//'''THE FOLLOWING STEP COMPILES. LINKS AND RUNS THE PROGRAM CONV4D
//'''WHICH IS INCLUDED IN THIS JCL STREAM.
//CONV4D EXEC VSF2CLG,PARM FORT='SDUMP(ISN)'
//FORT.SYSIN OD "
PROGRAM CONV4D
C READS IN 4-0 DATA TYPE IN MULTIRECORD FORMAT AND CONVERTS IT
TO A FORMAT SUITABLE FOR DIRECT (RANOOM) ACCESS.
LAST MOO: 22 MAY 1990
INTEGER DATA(213)
OPEN(8.ACCESS='OIRECT' .FORM='FORMATTED'.RECL=1269)










//'''THE FOREGOING IS THE SOURCE FILE OF THE DATA T0 BE CONVERTED.
//G0.FTOBFOO_ OD DSN=CWEJ412 GRAMOD90.NDAT4DIO.OISP-SHR




The following example depicts the sequence and form (but not the GRAM-90 format) of the
values of the variables found in each individual data record of a monthly 4-D data set. The
depicted data record is record number 3,348 of the April data set, a record in the Southern Hemi-
sphere (SH) grid with NMC point number of 1,083, as previously described.
99340 87590 77060
67630 59180 51620 44890 38890 33560 28790 24710 21200 18140
15550 13330 11430 9800 8400 7200 6170 5280 4530 3880
3320 0 0 9011 7299 76'12 8427 9066 9344 9544
9494 9171 8091 5716 4032 2463 1305 649 293 113
74 48 31 20 21 30 37 O O 27390
26830 26370 25850 25280 24700 24090 23470 22850 22370 22290
22210 22180 22190 22200 22200 22200 22150 22100 22050 21990
21950 _1910 21870 0 0 5224 5224 5644 6119 6350
6585 6225 5684 5167 5191 7389 9975 9188 6004 3495
166t 501 400 320 249 186 157 156 154 0
0 440 300 170 100 60 40 25 16 10
6 4 3 2 ! 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 30 30
16 7 4 2 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 126360 113730 101810 91160 81570 72810 64920
57730 51170 44830 38620 33250 28490 24420 20920 17930 15370
13210 11350 9750 8370 7190 6170 5290 0 0 111165
93850 84079 76084 66094 57201 45196 34378 25924 20865 22183
22357 tSt49 7266 3107 t084 240 143 84 49 27
17 I2 9 0 0 550 3150 38 1083 4
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6. SCIDAT9 DATA BASE
6.1 Description
NMC Grid Data. This data segment gives the 4-D Northern Hemisphere point number and
the dual index for the corresponding NMC location. The NMC grid locations form an octagonal
array, centered on the North Pole. The points are at square grid locations on the polar projection
used for the NMC grid. A conversion between the latitude and longitude (treated as polar coor-
dinates on the flat NMC grid plane) and the NMC grid indices (treated as Cartesian coordinates on
the projection plane) is accomplished by a polar to Cartesian coordinate transformation, via
equations programmed into the 4-D model. The NMC grid data in the SClDAT9 file merely estab-
lishes the equivalence between the sequential 4-D NMC point number and the 2-D x-y NMC grid
point location. The NMC grid data constitute the first group of data in the SClDAT9 file. The
NMC grid data file contains 396 FORTRAN readable records with code "N" and 15 integers (A2,
1517 format) in each record.
Zonal Mean Data. The zonal mean data consist of 12 monthly sets of zonal mean values
for pressure, density, temperature, and zonal wind, tabulated at 10° latitude intervals (from -90 to
_-90) and 5-km height increments (from 20 to 120 kin) Ik)r each month. Prefix codes ZP, ZD, ZT,
and ZU indicate pressure, density, temperature, and zonal wind, respectively. Each record contains
the code, the month, the height in km, and the -90, -80 .... 80, 90 ° latitude values of the parame-
ter expressed as a four-digit integer, with an exponent common to all of the values in the field
appearing at the end of the record. Thus, a value of 2,761 with an exponent at the end of the
record of-6, would be the same as 2,761 x 10 -_' = 2.761 x 10-_. Pressure data are in units of
N,m 2, density values are in kg/m -_, temperatures are in K, and zonal winds are in m/s. The zone
mean data group contains 1,008 FORTRAN readable records, with the code and 22 integer values
in each record (format A2, 14, 15, 1916, 14).
Stationary Perturbations. The stationary perturbations are latitude-longitude dependent
relative perturbations to be applied to the zonal mean values. Data for each of 12 months are given
for both Northern and Southern Hemisphere latitudes. Prefix codes SP, SD, ST, SU, and SV indi-
cate stationary perturbation values for pressure, density, temperature, zonal (eastward), or meridi-
onal (northward) wind components, respectively. Each record contains the code, the month, the
height in km, the latitude (-80 to + 80) in degrees, and then 18 values of stationary perturbations,
in per rail (_,_/10) for the thermodynamic variables, and 0. ! m/s for the winds at longitude 180,
160 ° W., 140 ° W ..... 140 ° E., 160 ° E. The monthly mean value y,,, for parameter 3' at any latitude
and hmgitude can be computed from the zonal mean value z._,, at the latitude, and the stationary
perturbation ,_. (in per rail) at the latitude and longitude, by the relation
y,,, = z,.( I + s,. / i ,000)
Note that the stationary perturbation values at 90 ° latitude are always zero. The stationary perturba-
tion data consist of 15,300 FORTRAN readable records, with a code and 21 integer values (format
A2, 2115).
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Random Perturbation Data. Random perturbation magnitudes (standard deviations) are
latitude dependent only. Prefix codes RP, RD, RT, RU, and RV indicate random perturbation mag-
nitudes in pressure, density, temperature, zonal wind, and meridional wind components, respec-
tively. Each random perturbation record has the code, the month and height in km, followed by 19
values of random perturbation magnitude, at 10° latitude increments (-90 to +90), followed by a
common exponent value. These data give the relative standard deviations o-p//5, ¢st,/15, and 0-7-/T
(in percent) for use in the random perturbation model. The code RU and RV data are similar,
except that the wind perturbations are absolute deviations in m/s, and cover the height range
0-200 km, whereas the RP, RD, and RT data cover the 20-200-km range. Random perturbation
magnitudes for the 0-25-km altitude range are provided by the 4-D data base for the thermo-
dynamic variables. The random perturbation data consist of 1,596 FORTRAN readable records with
a code and 22 integer values (A2, 14, I5, 1916, 14) in each record.
Large Scale Fraction Data. From daily difference analysis described in section 2 of
Justus et al. (1980), the fraction of the total variance (¢r2 from the random perturbation data) con-
tained in the large scale perturbations has been determined as a fraction of height and latitude. The
SCIDAT9 file contains the annual average fraction (expressed as per rail) of total variance con-
tained in the large scale. Large scale and small scale magnitudes, crt and o-_ are computed from the




where (rr is the total perturbation magnitude. The code P and code PW data groups each contain
25 FORTRAN readable records, with code word P or PW, followed by 17 integer values (A2,
1717) on each record.
Density-Velocity Correlations. Daily difference analysis (Justus et al., 1980) was also
used to evaluate the cross correlations R,,z, and Rv, for use in the velocity perturbation model,
described in section 2 of part 1. Both large scale and small scale values of the density-velocity
correlations were evaluated, and are given in the SCIDAT9 data file (codes CL and CS) in per mil
(i.e., divide by 1,000 to get correlations in the range -I to + 1). The code CS and CL data consist
of 50 FORTRAN readable records, with code word CS or CL, followed by 12 integer values (A2,
1217) in each record.
Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) Data. The QBO data consist of height and latitude
dependent amplitudes and phases for quasi-biennial variations in pressure (QP), density (QD),
temperature (QT), and eastward and northward wind components (QU and QV, respectively). The
amplitudes of the QBO wind components are in decimeters per second (0. I m/s). The phases of
all of the QBO parameters are measured in days alter January 0, 1966, for the occurrence of the
first maximum value. Since the period of the QBO variations is taken to be 870 days, the phases
can vary from 0 to 870. Each QBO data record contains the code, the height in km, the amplitude
and phase for 10° latitude, the amplitude and phase for 30 ° latitude, etc. out to the amplitude and
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phase lbr 90" latitude. There are 80 FORTRAN readable records in the QBO data group. Each
record contains 11 integer values, following a code word (QP, QD, QT, QU, or QV) in format
A2, 1517.
The following is a listing of the entire SCIDAT9 data base, which is further described in
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